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The problems of massive black holes in galactic nuclei of different types are reviewed. The
dynamical evolution of compact star systems ends naturally in a gigantic concentrated mass of
gas, containing an admixture of surviving stars, that unavoidably collapses into a black hole. The
subsequent joint evolution of the remnant star system with a massive black hole at the center leads
either to the phenomenon of a bright central source in the nuclei of active galaxies and quasars or
to the opposite case of a "dead" frozen black hole in the nucleus of a normal galaxy.

1. INTRODUCTION

The nuclei of active galaxies (immense phenomena in
the observable universe) and quasars (their most impressive
variant) are connected with the release of gravitational ener-
gy in very massive sources. Practically the only candidate
advanced for such sources by the modern physical paradigm
is an accreting massive black hole (BH). The most striking
characteristics of the nuclei of active galaxies and quasars—
enormous luminosity, long duration of the active stage, rap-
id variability, directed emissions in the form of gigantic colli-
mated jets—can be explained in a consistent fashion only by
introducing massive black holes.1'7 Alternative models,
such as supermassive stars8'11 or compact clusters of collid-
ing and exploding stars,12 also can serve as powerhouses for
the nuclei of active galaxies. However such objects have too
short a lifetime and they are only an intermediate stage of the
collapse of large masses of matter into a black hole. If all
galaxies have a common origin, then massive black holes can
also be found in the nuclei of normal galaxies, but in the
passive state of a "dead" quasar or in a state of weak activity
owing to weak accretion flows or extremely low mass-to-
radiation conversion efficiency.

Aside from heuristic arguments and theoretical models
of accreting black holes, observational evidence of the pres-
ence of compact massive formations in both the nuclei of the
nearest normal galaxies, 13~19 including our own galaxy,20'21

and the nuclei of active galaxies22"29 is also gradually accu-
mulating. It must nonetheless be stressed that there is still no
decisive proof confirming the relativistic character of the
central sources in galactic nuclei and making it possible to
identify the most important characteristic of a black hole—
the event horizon.

Beginning with the discovery of quasars30 in 1963 and
the first theoretical works in the 1960s31'34 the process of
working out a solution to the problem of the activity of galac-
tic nuclei has developed into an entire "industry" of observa-
tions in different wavelength ranges, data analysis, model-
ing, and theoretical research, rooted in virtually every
branch of physics. The overall modern picture of the activity
phenomenon is as follows. The central source of the nucleus
of an active galaxy or quasar is a massive black hole with
mass Afh ~ 106-1010 Mfi. These massive black holes either

are of a primordial nature, with respect to the galaxies, and
their history goes back to the early stages of expansion of the
universe35"38 or, more likely, they arise in the course of the
natural evolution of galactic nuclei. '~7 The luminosity of the
central source can be close to the Eddington limit
LE~1.3-1046Afh/108M0 ergs-s^1. Accretion rates up to
Mh ~1-102 MQyr~] with gravitational energy being con-
verted into radiation with the efficiency 77 = L /Mhc

2~0.1,
which can be achieved, for example, by means of disk accre-
tion, are required in order to maintain the gigantic luminosi-
ties. The non-steady-state processes occurring in the flow of
the accreted plasma are accompanied by fluctuations of the
luminosity at minimum scales of the order of the time re-
quired for light to traverse a distance equal to the gravita-
tional radius of the central source rg = GMh /c2

~ 1.5 • 1013Mh /108MQ cm. The accreted gas, carrying angu-
lar momentum, forms around the black hole a disk that is
embedded in a hot outflowing corona. Owing to dynamo
effects, a magnetosphere with a regular magnetic field, par-
tially threading through the hole, forms in the accretion
disk. As a result of the interaction of the black hole and the
rotating magnetized plasma disk rarefied funnels oriented
along the common rotation axis of the hole and disk are
formed. Oppositely directed relativistic jets are generated in
these axisymmetric funnels. According to observations the
collimated jets or emissions from the central source in galac-
tic nuclei often propagate over a distance many times greater
than the size of the galaxies. The enormous linear sizes of the
jets indicate that the active stage of galactic nuclei lasts for
up to 108 yr and possibly even longer. Cosmic rays must
inevitably be generated in the jets themselves near the black
hole or on the shockfronts forming when the jets interact
with the cosmic medium.

There are many detailed reviews and monographs con-
cerning the problems of black holes (see, for example, Refs.
1-7 and 39-43 and the references cited there). We shall con-
fine our attention primarily to the theoretical aspects of the
formation, evolution, and activity of massive black holes,
whose masses significantly exceed the typical stellar masses
m~M&, in galactic nuclei.

The most natural evolution of galactic nuclei consists of
the following successive stages: a contracting compact star
cluster, a short-lived supermassive star or disk, a massive
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black hole at the center of the remnant of the star system,
and a single supermassive black hole at the center of the
galaxy. Dissipative processes occurring in the evolving stel-
lar system accelerate the contraction of the system and in-
crease the mass of the core that is capable of collapsing into a
black hole. According to this evolutionary scheme, massive
black holes are typical residents of galactic nuclei and they
are either in an active state of a powerful central source
abundantly fed by accretion or in a passive state of a "dead"
quasar with meager accretion. Only low-mass and rarefield
stellar systems in galactic nuclei with the parameters of
globular star clusters are incapable of producing a black hole
with mass significantly greater than the star type mass be-
cause of large mass loss owing to dispersal of stars out of the
system in the process of evolutionary contraction.

2. FORMATION OF MASSIVE BLACK HOLES IN EVOLVING
STELLAR SYSTEMS

2.1. Characteristics of central stellar systems in galactic
nuclei

Galactic nuclei, which are the bottom of a deep gravita-
tional potential well, are the most appropriate location for
concentration of large masses of matter and collapse of this
matter into a massive black hole. Additional mass is trans-
ported into the central part of the galaxy by stars or gas, for
example, in the form of a "cooling" flow accreted from the
intergalactic medium onto the galaxy and its nucleus.44'45 In
addition, galaxies with active nuclei often exhibit explicit
vestiges of merging with another galaxy in the past or their
shapes are strongly distorted by tidal interactions with a
nearby companion galaxy.46'47 Significant mass growth of
galactic nuclei is most likely associated with similar rare
shocks to the parent galaxies. Massive galaxies, especially
those found in rich clusters, evidently undergo several merg-
ings and the activity of their nuclei can be recurrent.

The gas collecting in galactic nuclei contracts rapidly,
as compared with their life cycle time, and forms, together
with the stars that are already present there, a central star
cluster. The contraction of this cluster is accompanied by
acceleration of all processes occurring in it, dynamical isola-
tion of the cluster from the rest of the galaxy, and relatively
rapid and independent evolution. Galactic nuclei naturally
evolve in the direction of secular growth of the star velocities
and, correspondingly, of the gravitational potential at the
center of the galactic nuclei, and this process leads to the
birth of a massive black hole. External actions on galactic
nuclei in the form of settling of galactic and intergalactic
matter on the nucleus occurs slowly compared with the in-
trinsic dynamical evolutionary cycles of central star sys-
tems. Separate actions, however, such as intense tidal inter-
action and merging of galaxies, occur only rarely. They are
all equivalent to changes in the initial conditions and give
rise to different paths of evolution of galactic nuclei.

Self-gravitating star systems do not reach a state of
complete statistical equilibrium, since the total energy does
not have a minimum in the Newtonian limit. This is mani-
fested in at least two ways. First, as a result of star interac-
tions some stars acquire velocities that exceed the velocity of
escape from the cluster and such stars escape (evaporate)
from the system.48'49 Second, some stars can combine into
gravitationally bound subsystems, which in many respects
evolve independently. Instability of a star system resulting in

the dynamical isolation and rapid, as compared with the sys-
tem as a whole,50 contraction of its center is called the gra-
vothermal catastrophe.51 This regime of contraction begins
when the difference of the star density between the core and
the periphery of the cluster is sufficiently large and the relax-
ation time of moving stars at the center is substantially dif-
ferent from that at the periphery of the system. Because a
state of statistical equilibrium is impossible and because the
star interactions are of a collective character the systematic
investigation of the dynamics of star systems requires a ki-
netic approach,52 i.e., the kinetic equation for the distribu-
tion function of the stars must be solved simultaneously with
the Poisson equation, or the equations of motion must be
directly integrated numerically. Some qualitative features of
the dynamical evolution are manifested in the homological
approximation, also called the gross-dynamical approxima-
tion, when the integral parameters of the system, such as the
effective size, the velocity dispersion of the stars, the mass of
the core, etc., are studied as a function of time, eschewing the
evolution of the spatial structure of the system. In the analy-
sis of the dynamics of systems consisting of very compact
objects, for example, neutron stars and black holes of stellar
masses, the post-Newtonian corrections must be included in
the equations of motion or a completely relativistic approach
must be employed.53"57 In realistic star systems, however,
dissipative processes associated with the finite sizes of the
stars begin to play a decisive role long before the onset of the
relativistic stage of evolution. These processes include, in
particular, tidal interactions and disruptive collisions of
stars, which accelerate the contraction of the central part of
the stellar system and transform it, even at the Newtonian
stage, into a self-gravitating compact cloud of gas—a super-
massive star.

2.2. Nondissipative contraction of a star system

The classical scheme of dynamical evolution of star sys-
tems of the type of galactic nuclei and globular star clus-
ters58'59 consists of the fact that the exchange of energy
between single stars in an isolated star cluster results in ex-
pansion and evaporation of the outer part of the system,
while the central part undergoes unlimited contraction. As a
result, the star system acquires a "compact core—rarefied
halo" structure, and in addition the core contraction time is
only several tens of times greater than the relaxation times.

If the total mass of the stars in the core of a cluster in
dynamic equilibrium is equal to M, where for simplicity the
cluster consists of identical stars of mass m, and the velocity
dispersion of the stars, averaged over the entire cluster, is
equal to v0, then the effective radius of the core is equal to
R = GM /2v\. This relation is essentially a definition of R.
According to the virial theorem,60 in the case of dynamical
equilibrium the total energy of the system can be written in
the form E = — Nmv^ /2, where N = M /m is the number of
stars in the core. The parameters of central star clusters de-
pend on the types of galaxies and vary over wide limits. For
the nuclei of normal galaxies the characteristic values are
M~ 106-108 M& and v0 ~ 102 km-s~ ', and the most likely
values in the nuclei of the most active galaxies are
M>WSM& andy0>103km-s-1 .

Because of the Coulomb nature of the interactions of
the stars the change in the trajectories of separate stars in the
system is determined primarily by distant encounters and
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tion time

т-

,61,62

1/2

occurs in a diffusion manner with the characteristic relaxa- of the type of white dwarfs, whose escape speed from the
surface of the star vp = (2Gm/r^ )1/2-<c, where т is the
mass of the star and r^ is the radius of the star, then even at
the Newtonian stage dissipative processes associated with
the finite sizes of the stars start to have a dominant effect on
the fate of the system.

Зл:С2т2пЛ'
(2.1)

where Л = \n(N /2) is the Coulomb logarithm; v and и are,
respectively, the local values of the velocity dispersion of the
stars and the star density; and, т is the mass of a separate
star. In particular, in the disks of spiral galaxies and in most
of the volume of elliptical galaxies the relaxation time Т is
significantly longer than the age of the universe. Relaxation
times T< 1010 yr occur only in the nuclei of galaxies as well
as in the central parts of rich globular star clusters; this is
why these objects evolve much more rapidly than the galaxy
as a whole. Comparing the relaxation time Т with the char-
acteristic dynamical traversal time of the stellar system
;dyn = R /v, we obtain T/tdyn ~NAn ./V> 1. For this reason,
the trajectories of stars in a self-gravitating dynamically
equilibrium system are regular orbits whose parameters vary
slowly over times t<(. T.

The qualitative features of the evolution of the central
parts of star systems can be traced in the homological ap-
proximation, starting from the equation of evolution

R
(2.2)

which follows from the virial theorem. This equation de-
scribes the temporal change occurring in the integral param-
eters of a self-gravitating system in dynamical equilibrium
and is valid for times t > tdyn. The main factor of the dissipa-
tion-free evolution of a star system, approximated by
N = M /m point-like bodies, is evaporation of stars out of the
system,48'49'62'63 which occurs with the rate

N =a^-, (2.3)y o

where the numerical constant as:7.4-10 ~3 with a Maxwel-
lian star velocity distribution function, T0 = T(vu, n0),and
v0 and и0 are the velocity dispersion of stars and the star
density averaged over the system. Stars whose velocities ex-
ceed the escape velocity VKC zz2v0 leave the system. The total
energy of each such star is close to zero. For this reason, in
the star evaporation process the total energy of the stellar
system £~const and, as follows from Eq. (2.3), the system
contracts as R oc N2. In the process the velocity dispersion of
the stars remaining in the system increases as v0 <*N ~1/2.
Integrating simultaneously Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) with
E = const and neglecting, as is done everywhere below, the
slow change in the logarithmic factor L gives

4/7 (2.4)

where rev = (2/1 a) T0 (0) ~40Г(0). In a star system con-
sisting of very compact stars, star evaporation unavoidably
leads to a relativistic contraction regime, when v0 -»cand the
Newtonian approximation becomes inapplicable. At the rel-
ativistic stage the contraction of the system is now controlled
not by star evaporation but by gravitational radiation; this
stage ends with the collapse of the central part of the system
and the formation of a massive black hole. If, however, the
star system consists of normal stars or even degenerate stars

2.3. Role of tidal interactions of stars in the evolution of star
systems

Because of their dissipative character inelastic interstel-
lar interactions associated with the tidal action of stars on
one another "cool" the star system and, generally speaking,
accelerate the evolutionary contraction of the system.64 At
the same time inelastic interactions facilitate the separation
of the system into gravitationally bound subsystems of stars,
and this has a nontrivial consequence—self-production of
intrinsic sources of "heat" in the system.65"67 These are the
most easily forming subsystems—binary stars. They ex-
change energy with the system as a whole and the energy of
some of them decreases, and in the process the energy of the
rest of the system increases. The intermediaries in this ex-
change are, most often, separate stars, which acquire in the
form of recoil from the binary star excess energy, which is
then gradually collectivized by the entire star collection. Un-
der certain conditions the heating of a star system by pairs
forming in the system can radically intervene in the evolu-
tionary history of the system and prevent the formation of a
massive black hole.68'70

Binary stars in rarefied star systems are primordial.
They are born in the process of fragmentation of rotating
clouds of gas on separate protostars. In dense star systems,
however, binary stars are formed owing to the tidal interac-
tion of the stars in two-body encounters and with a much
lower probability in nondissipative three-body en-
counters.71'72 The tidal mechanism of pair formation oper-
ates if the energy dissipated in encounters between stars does
not exceed the characteristic binding energy of the stars.
This requirement is satisfied only in systems in which the
velocity dispersion of the stars v0 < up. Because of their rela-
tively large mass binary stars are concentrated at the center
of the system. Only hard pairs, whose binding energy x is
greater than the mean kinetic energy of the stars
[3 ~~l = mvo/2, where m is the mass of a separate star and v0

is the velocity dispersion of the stars, participate in the heat-
ing of the system. However soft pairs, whose binding energy
x</3 ', mainly break up in interactions with separate
stars63'67 without significantly affecting the dynamics of the
system as a whole. The fact that the tidal formation of pairs is
accompanied by dissipation of energy from the star system
while hardening of the pairs, conversely, heats the system
makes the self-consistent investigation of the role of binary
stars in the evolution of star systems a quite difficult prob-
lem, which has not been completely solved even with the
help of numerical modeling.73'77 In what follows we shall
study the effect of the tidal interaction of stars on the evolu-
tion of a star system using the example of a simple analytical
model.

2.4. Dissipative cooling of a star system and the formation of
binary stars

In the case of close fly-bys of stars the tidal gravitational
interaction excites in the passing stars nonradial oscillations.
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The energy for these oscillations comes from the kinetic en-
ergy of the stars, and it is gradually dissipated into heat and
radiated out.71 Model calculations based on the polytropic
approximation for the internal structure of the stars78 give
for the energy dissipated in a single encounter of identical
stars with masses т and radii гф the value

i \ 10

я
(2.5)

min

where Rmin is the periastron radius, corresponding to the
distance between the stars at the moment of closest ap-
proach. If in a single encounter of stars energy AE> mu2/4,
where и is the relative velocity of the stars before the encoun-
ter, is dissipated in each of them, then the stars form a gravi-
tationally bound pair. Encounters in which less energy is
dissipated do not lead to binding of the stars and are equiva-
lent to friction. By analogy to atomic processes, we shall call
such encounters free-free (f-f transitions).

Tidal interactions resulting in the binding of the stars,
as a rule, engender a pair with nonzero orbital eccentricity e
and binding energy x, small compared with the mean kinetic
energy of the stars in the system (3 ~l = mv^/Ъ. The orbital
angular momentum / of such a pair is significantly higher
than the intrinsic rotational angular momentum of the stars
comprising the pair. For this reason subsequent encounters
of stars in a pair that are accompanied by an increase in
binding energy and circularization of the orbit (decrease of
e) will occur with /sconst. In this case the ratio

1 -e
G2m5

 = Gm2

4/ 4Я in

(2.6)

where Лт1по is the distance to the periastron at the moment

of formation of the pair, will remain constant. Hence the
maximum binding energy that a pair can acquire as a result
of circularization of its orbit owing to energy dissipation in
many subsequent passes through the periastron will be equal
to

(2.7)

where x0 and e0 are, respectively, the binding energy and the
eccentricity of the orbit of the pair at the moment of forma-
tion. We shall call free-bound (f-b) transitions those en-
counters which result in a hard pair whose binding energy is
x>/31 already in a single encounter of the stars and which
will certainly survive in the system. We shall also classify as
f-b processes encounters of stars that end in collisions of the
stars. Free-bound-bound processes, in which a soft pair
forms first and then transforms into a hard pair owing to
further tidal dissipation of energy, are also possible. Accord-
ing to Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), for this the eccentricity в and the
binding energy x of the pair must satisfy the condition
1-е2 </3x. An additional restriction follows from the fact
that the tidal consolidation time of such a pair to a binding
energy xc = /8 ~' corresponding to the maximum hardness
must be short compared with the breakup time of a soft pair
into single stars63'67

(2.8)

Some soft pairs, which do not have enough time to overcome
the consolidation limit before they break up, give f-b-f tran-
sitions. Nondissipative triple encounters of stars also can
engender a bound pair. Most of these pairs do not reach the
consolidation limit in the subsequent tidal circularization of
the orbits and break up (b-b-f transitions). Only a small
fraction of these pairs cross the consolidation limit and sur-
vive in the star system (b-b transitions). It is found that
consolidated pairs form in a star system predominantly by
means of tidal pair interactions of stars.64'69'72

The total rate of tidal dissipation of kinetic energy of
stars in a star system is

y-/dV(«)"M>-2npA£(p, и).
•Ь П П

(2.9)

In this expression л is the star density,/(и) is the distribu-
tion of stars over their relative velocities и, р is the impact
parameter which is equal to

1/2
(2.10)

and, finally, AJ5(p, u) is the dissipated kinetic energy of the
stars, which is equal to the energy of tidal dissipation (2.7)
for f-f transitions, and &E(p,u) = тиг/4 for f-b and f-b-b
transitions. In the case of a Maxwellian distribution function
f(u) we obtain64-69

1 /?

Here Г(0.9);
tions, and

1.069 and Г(0.8)=; 1.164 are gamma func-

(2.12)

The contributions of f-b, f-f, and f-b-f processes in Eq.
(2.11) are equal to 85,10, and 5%,69 respectively, while the
contributions of b-b-f and b-b processes are negligibly
small. Detailed analysis shows that the optimal conditions
for the formation of hard pairs with binding energies, after
circularization of the orbits, in the interval /3 ~ ' <х<хтлх

are satisfied only if the velocity dispersion of the stars falls
into the range

u0/up < 0,52, (2.13)

where the right-hand side of the inequality corresponds to
the condition g < 1 in Eq. (2.12). In this case, which is equiv-
alent to the approximation linear in g, the rate of formation
of hard pairs in the system is equal to

1/2

} g -
N (2.14)

The maximum binding energy дстах of the pairs corresponds
to the limit of merging of the stars in the pair and depends on
the types of stars.

2.5. Dissipative evolution taking into account the heating by
binary stars

On the average, the binding energy of hard pairs of stars
that form in dissipative encounters or arise in a star system at
the stage when stars in the system are formed (primordial
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pairs) increases only in interactions with separate stars, and
in the process such pairs transform into sources of heat in the
system. The rate of change of the binding energy x of a hard
pair by an amount у in an interaction with an incident sepa-
rate star is given by the transfer function67

O(x v) ~ 45m7/2/31/2G2 x •*~2ехР(Ду) if >?<0. (215)
x y?*\x + y)~9/2 if y>0.

Hence, for /?x> 1 the average energy transferred to a sepa-
rate star is equal to

-i
(2.16)

In the case of stars having the same mass two-thirds of this
energy is transferred to the separate star and one-third goes
to changing the motion of the center of mass of the hard pair.
For this reason, the interaction of separate stars with hard
pairs with x>xt = (135/4)/? ~' results in ejection of the
former from the system and for x>x2 = (315/4)/? ~' the
hard pair itself is ejected from the system as a result of recoil.
Such superhard pairs contribute to the heating of the system
only in the case of a single interaction with separate stars.
According to Eq. (2.16), the binding energy of a hard pair
grows at the rate

dx 36
= nSQ(x, y)ydy « f- G2m7/2/31/2«.

— 00 /

(2.17)

The emission of gravitational waves in the case when the
orbit of the pair is circular results in increase of the binding
energy of the pair at the rate60

A T i l „5
i. I £• Л

^ d V g r a v ~ 5 GmV

Hard pairs participate in the heating of the system only if
(dx/df)h>(dx/dOg r a vor

(2.18)

(2.19)

Using the virial theorem we obtain the estimate
;ffxgrav ~ (c/v0 )N ~2/5. The binding energy of pairs is also
limited by the merging of the stars in the pair, which hap-
pens79 when the length of the semi-major axis of the pair
a^l.2r^, which corresponds to the limiting binding energy
of the pair

Q ^- ov r\ f./,, /,. \2 /-л ^n^
P*m..,v < Px\\,\f ~ v>"(vn' vn) • (.z.zu;

Pairs no longer heat the system if ;c
= min (x2, xgrav, xMe ). The rate at which a star system

with velocity dispersion of the stars in the interval (2.13) is
heated by the hard pairs formed is equal to

1/2

where the tidal factor g is given by Eq. (2.12)

37,57 if

0,242

if /r1

if *тах > Х2>

(2.22Ь)

where C^O.577 is the Euler constant. The formulas for
Л(хт а х) and 5(xmax) in the case x, <xmax <x2 are very
complicated and are not presented here. For star velocities
outside the interval (2.13) the rate of formation of hard
pairs and the rate of heating of the system associated with
them are too low to affect significantly the dynamical evolu-
tion of the system. In this case we shall formally set
A (xmax) = -B(xmax) = 0. As a result the rate of change of
the total energy of the system Ё = £dis + Eh is the sum of the
dissipative cooling (2.11) and the heating by pairs (2.21).
With the help of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.22) it can be shown that
the condition E > 0, when heating by pairs transforms into
dissipative cooling, can be satisfied only if /8xmax > 4. From
the equation of evolution (2.2) and Eqs. (2.11), (2.13), and
(2.21) it follows that heating of the star system by hard pairs
can compete with dissipative cooling only if u0 4, vp, which is
equivalent to values of the parameter g< 1.

Binary stars radically change the fate of the central part
of a star system, if the evolutionary growth of the velocity
dispersion of the stars stops as a result of the heating of the
system by hard pairs. Substituting into the equation of evolu-
tion (2.2) the rate of change of the energy of the system
owing to dissipative cooling (2.11) and heating by the pairs
(2.21) as well as the rate of change of the mass of the system
owing to the star evaporation we find that the condition
i>0 = 0 is satisfied if v0 = VCT , where the critical velocity is
given by

3(л/2)1/2«Л + B(xm^)]5 9

^ ' x ГОаА'

1/2

= 141 21-67/54 (2.23)

The dependence of ycr on the total number of stars in the
system N — M/m, under the assumption that xmax is deter-
mined by the gravitational radiation of the pairs, is shown in
Fig. 1. The value of ucr is minimum for jemax >x2. The nu-

w
w

(2.22л)

FIG. 1. The evolutionary trajectories (heavy lines) of star systems in the
plane (velocity dispersion V0 of stars, number of stars N). The fine lines
represent the critical velocity vc, under the assumption that the maximum
binding energy of pairs participating in the heating of the system is limited
by their gravitational radiation, and udis, which determines the limit of
accelerated contraction of star systems.
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merical value of VCT in this case depends logarithmically on N
and for N~ 107 is equal to

vcr * 30(m/M0)
l/2(rt/R^-l/2 km-s-1. (2.24)

For E> 0 the evolutionary equation (2.2) can be written in
the form

Я
R

9/5

(2.25)

where the parameter Л is given by

~ 3(л/2)1/2аЛ'

The simultaneous solution of Eqs. (2.23) and (2.25) for
*max > X2 and neglecting, as has already been stipulated, the
weak change in the logarithmic factors is70

ro<°H

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

where the numerical value of the parameter is Д
~0.6(Л/15)~' and the dimensionless variables
p = R ( t ) / R ( Q ) and v = N(t)/N(Q) and the parameter
i? = (v0 (0)/ycr )

9/5 were introduced. The classical regime of
nondissipative contraction of the system (2.4) is obtained
from here by setting Д = t? = 0. An important feature of Eq.
(2.25) and its solution is the presence of negative feedback
owing to the competition between the cooling and heating
processes. The negative feedback controls the changes in the
radius of the system R and the velocity dispersion v0 of the
stars in the system. When for v0 > VCT , more accurately, when
t? > 2, R increases, v0 and the heating decrease. As a result
the system reaches some maximum size and starts to con-
tract. Conversely, when for v0 < VCT R decreases, v0 increases
and correspondingly the heating intensifies, so that the con-
traction of the system slows down. In any case the negative
feedback between the changes in R and v0 drive the system
into a contraction regime with R a Nand v0 -» ycr ~ const. In
contrast to the classical nondissipative contraction of the
system (2.4) the slower contraction of the system accompa-
nying heating by binary stars does not lead to unlimited
growth of the velocity dispersion of the stars, and this makes
it impossible for a massive black hole to form. If the mass of
the system continuously decreases owing to star evapora-
tion, the velocity dispersion of the stars in the system with
solar type stars freezes at the level VQ = vcr ~30 km-s"1.
This regime of moderated contraction is evidently realized
in the central parts of globular star clusters, whose cores
evaporate completely without collapsing into a black hole.
The process of formation of a dense core in globular star
clusters, the subsequent contraction of the core, and com-
plete evaporative dissipation can be of a recurrent character;
this is confirmed by model numerical calculations.76'77 If,
however, the star system contains quite a large number of
primordial hard pairs, then these pairs generally give rise to
an overall expansion of the system,80'81 which is accompa-
nied by a decrease of the velocities of separate stars.

Conditions under which energy dissipation processes
predominate over heating by hard pairs, when E < 0, are fa-
vorable for formation of massive black holes. Such condi-
tions are realized in central star clusters of galactic nuclei
which are significantly more massive and dense than globu-
lar star clusters. In the limit, when dissipative cooling pre-
dominates over heating by pairs the evolutionary equation
assumes the form

(2.26) where

Г(0,9)

(2.30)

(2.31)

The first term in Eq. (2.30) is related with the tidal dissipa-
tion of energy and the second term is related with star evapo-
ration. The simultaneous solution of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.30) is

10/9 (2.32)

(2-зз)

where the parameter t?dis = (y0(0)/ydis)
9/5 and as before

v0(t) = v0(Q)(v/p)1/2. The nondissipative contraction re-
gime is obtained from here for i?dis = 0. A characteristic fea-
ture of the solutions (2.32) and (2.33) is that a finite frac-
tion of stars

! 10/9, (2.34)

remain in the star system as R -> 0. This feature of dissipative
contraction can be interpreted as formation of a massive cen-
tral object with the mass Mh = N(0)mvd[s—a possible an-
cestor of a massive black hole—in the remnant of the star
system. In the case t?dis < 1, i.e., when v0 •< ydis, the evolution
of the star system, as long as the number of stars in it satisfies
^d?/9 < v< 1, follows the classical scenario/? г; v2. When the
fraction of stars remaining in the system is v < i? d?

/9, the
contraction deviates appreciably from the classical law and
proceeds much more rapidly. In the case i?dis > 1 the contrac-
tion of the system proceeds already at the outset much more
rapidly than in the classical case. Thus dissipative processes
substantially accelerate the evolutionary contraction of star
systems with a sufficiently large velocity dispersion of the
stars: v0 > vdis & 190(A/15) V9(m/Mo)

1/2X (r*/R&) ~1/2

km-s-1.
When the stars participating in the heating of the sys-

tem have the maximum binding energy xmax < x2 the evolu-
tionary equation (2.2) does not have a simple analytical so-
lution because of the complicated character of the
competition between the cooling and heating by the vapors
which are now no longer ejected from the system but rather
cease to exist owing to the radiation of gravitational waves
and merging. However, by using the critical velocity ycr, se-
parating the regimes of increasing and decreasing velocity
dispersion v0 of the stars in the system, it is possible to follow
qualitatively the evolutionary trajectory of the system in this
case also. Some such trajectories are shown in Fig. 1. The
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conditions for rapid dissipative contraction and formation of
a dense massive remnant are realized when the number of
stars in the system is ./V = M/m > 107 and the velocity disper-
sion of the stars is t;0 > 190 km • s ~'. Destructive collisions of
stars, resulting ultimately in the formation of a supermassive
star or disk4'83"85 or, finally, a gas shell with a massive black
hole at the center, play a significant role in the subsequent
evolution of the remnant of the star system.

2.6. Evolution at the stage when star collisions predominate

Collisions between stars approaching one another with
a relative velocity и less than the escape velocity from the
surface of the star vp = (IGm/r^ )1/2 will result in merging
or complete disruption of the stars, possibly accompanied by
an explosion of the supernova type. A frontal collision with
и > vp necessarily ends with the disruption of both stars. Fol-
lowing Ref. 82, we shall assume that the disruptive collisions
of stars occur more efficiently for encounters at distances
less than the radius r^ of the stars. The cross section of such a
process is a = trr^ [ 1 + 2(y 2 /w 2 )] . Collisions have a pre-
dominant effect on the evolution of a star system for v0>vp,
when gravitational focusing is weak and the collision cross
section is close to its geometric value. In this limit the rate of
disruptive collisions of stars in the system is equal to

N
(2.35)

In Eq. (2.35) and similar expressions presented below the
rate of collisions between stars, which is determined only by
close encounters, is expressed in terms of the relaxation time
T0 = T( v0, n0), which is related with distant encounters
and is given by the expression (2.1), in order to be able to
make a direct comparison with the rates of other evolution-
ary processes.

A star system in which v0 > vp consists of a decreasing
number of stars and an increasing number of gas clouds—
the products of star collisions. The gas clouds participate in
the virial balance of the system equally with the stars, so long
as they are small compared with the size of the system. In
each disruptive collision the total kinetic energy of the two
stars is dissipated, so that the total rate of dissipation of the
virial energy in the system is equal to E = 2ENcon /N and
makes a predominant contribution to the evolutionary equa-
tion (2.1). Star collisions do not change the total mass of the
system, but in the general case they do change the total num-
ber N of its constituent objects: stars and separate clouds of
gas. Energy dissipation brings about rapid contraction
of the star system over a characteristic time rcoll

~ [vp/v0(0) ]4ЛГ0(О) <Mdyn, where rdyn = R /v0. As an
illustrative example of the temporal evolution of the param-
eters of the system we shall examine the approximation
when two clouds with approximately equal masses form on
the average as a result of disruptive collisions of stars so that
N = M = 0. Integrating Eqs. (2.2) and (2.35) then gives the
law of contraction of the star system

P = (1 - frc~0!i)
2/7, (2.36)

where the collisional evolutionary time
rcoii = (vp/v0(Q))4AT0(0)/7 itself is virtually independent
of the number clouds formed in each star collision. The sys-

tem continues to contract according to the law (2.36) until
its size reaches R~Nl/2r#, at which point rcoll ~?dyn, and
the system ceases to exist as a collection of separate stars and
transforms into a compact massive cloud of gas. The subse-
quent gas-dynamic stage of evolution of this gravitationally
strongly bound cloud is accompanied by the formation of a
supermassive star or disk and ultimately, even when the disk
or cloud is partially fragmented, should end in collapse into
one or several massive black holes.5'83"90

Thus the classical scheme of the dynamical evolution of
star systems, regarded as a collection of N^> 1 point-like bo-
dies, predicts the possibility of the formation of massive
black holes in virtually all compact star clusters in which the
relaxation time is less than the age of the universe and the
deviations from the rotational spherical symmetry are quite
small. The central contraction of mass in galactic nuclei and
in globular star clusters pertain precisely to such systems.
This simple scheme, however, becomes much more compli-
cated when inelastic star interactions, which are associated
with the finiteness of the sizes of the stars, are taken into
account. Inelastic star interactions have the character of ti-
dal forces and, apart from purely dissipative "cooling" of
star systems, they can lead to the formation of binary stars,
which in turn "heat up" the star systems. In particular, the
formation of pairs by tidal forces and the energy pumping
into the star system associated with the pairs apparently pre-
vent the formation of massive black holes in globular star
clusters. At the same time, dissipative star interactions ac-
celerate contraction and collapse of the most compact galac-
tic nuclei, thereby increasing the mass of the massive black
holes formed in them.

3. SUPERMASSIVE STAR WITH A BLACK HOLE AT THE
CENTER

3.1. Structure and evolution of a supermassive star

Disruptive collisions of stars in a star system with veloc-
ity dispersion v0 > vp = (IGm/r^ )1/2 lead to rapid contrac-
tion of the system into a dense cloud owing to dissipation of
star kinetic energy. The cloud consists of a mixture of gas,
surviving stars, and possibly black holes of star type masses.
The further fate of this cloud, generally speaking, is not
unique and depends on parameters of the cloud, such as its
mass, size, and total angular momentum. A cloud will con-
tract due to efflux of gas and loss of energy to radiation and it
will ultimately collapse into a black hole or, if rapid rotation
is present or global instability develops, it will fragment into
separate parts. In the latter case the exchange of energy
between the separate fragments can cause the main mass of
the starting cloud to break apart. Even with this develop-
ment of events the growth of the gravitational potential of
the remnant of the initial cloud is nonetheless unavoidable.
In any variant, at the intermediate stage of collapse into a
black hole a supermassive star forms in any star system that
has passed through the stage of disruptive star collisions.8"1'
The collisional stage and the supermassive-star stage will not
occur under conditions of evolutionary contraction and col-
lapse only in the case of nonrelativistic systems consisting
entirely of neutron stars and black holes of star type masses.

The structural characteristics of massive stars having
masses M5 > 100MQ are determined by the fact that deep in
these stars the radiation pressure is higher than the gas pres-
sure.1'2'91'92 In the case when a massive star consists entirely
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of hydrogen the ratio of the average gas pressure PB in the
star to the total of the gas pressure plus the radiation pres-
sure Pg + Pr is equal to

6 = (3.1)

The internal structure of a massive star in which 5<1 is
described by the standard Eddington model with a polytro-
pic equation of state and specific-heat ratio
у = (Р/р) ~1(дР/др) s4/3. The heat flow from the deep
interior of a massive star is transferred to the outside convec-
tively,92 since the temperature gradient is greater than its
adiabatic value. Energy is transferred by means of radiant
heat conduction only in the outer layers of the star, where
the gas density is low. The condition of equilibrium of the
surface layers leads to the luminosity of the stationary mas-
sive star (Eddington's condition or limit) LE = Afsc

2/tE,
where tE = a^c/^irGmp zz5- 108 yr determines at the same
time the absolute upper limit of the lifetime of such a star.
GTR effects as well as electron-position pair production1'2

result in hydrodynamic instability and collapse of the mas-
sive star at the stage when the radius of the star Rs is still
significantly greater than its gravitational radius
Rg = GM,/c2~l.5- 1013(MS/108M0) cm. Theradiusofin-
stability in the case of a nonrotating supermassive star is
equal to, in the post-Newtonian approximation,93

Rh. 2,4- /M )3/2 cm. (3.2)

When the mass is sufficiently large the collapse of the star
occurs under conditions when nuclear reactions, which
could be the last obstacle to the formation of a black hole, are
still not ignited in it. The density of a collapsing supermas-
sive star which contracts to the gravitational radius is com-
paratively low and no problems arise with the behavior of the
superdense matter that would make it difficult to analyze the
collapse of neutron stars and formation of supermassive
black holes in the early universe. Because the nuclear
sources of energy are ineffective the lifetime of a supermas-
sive star at the stage of stationary contraction up to the mo-
ment of instability is short and is equal to r~?E (Rg/Rbi).
Rotation, turbulence, and the intrinsic magnetic field stabi-
lize a supermassive star, and this decreases the radius of in-
stability /?hi and correspondingly increases the lifetime of
the star.9'11-94-96

3.2. A central black hole as an energy source of a
supermassive star

A supermassive star can also be stabilized by a massive
black hole of mass Mh <MS at its center, if accretion on the
black hole makes an appreciable contribution to the energe-
tics of the parent star. A supermassive star can contain a
massive black hole, which is formed either in the process of
merging and accretional growth of a black hole of star type
masses in the primary star cluster or with the collapse of part
of the matter of the compact gas cloud remaining from the
self-disruptive star system. In order for a supermassive star
to be in a steady state the radius of the star must exceed the
radius of instability (3.2) and the luminosity must be main-
tained at the Eddington level. When the mass of the black
hole is Mh < Ms the hole will provide the required release of
energy only if a regime of accretion above the Eddington

limit relative to it is realized. It is obvious that the radiation
of the black hole in the steady-state laminar regime of accre-
tion cannot handle the transfer of the required energy flow
because of excess radiation pressure acting on the accreted
gas. In the deep interior of a supermassive star, however,
energy is transferred by means of convection and the density
of the convective heat flux is higher than the local Eddington
value. For this reason, in contrast to the case of spherical
accretion of rarefied gas, in a dense gas with a high heat
capacity the excess gradient of the radiation pressure can be
a source of instability. It leads to the development of turbu-
lent convection, sufficient for transfer of super-Eddington
(relative to the black hole) heat flux from the deep interior
of the supermassive star to the outside. Such a possibility,
though it agrees with the model of convection with an effec-
tive mixing length,92 must be regarded as a plausible hypoth-
esis because of the fact that there does not exist a strict theo-
ry of turbulent heat transfer in plasma.

We shall determine the radius of a steady-state super-
massive star under the assumption that its equilibrium is
maintained by means of energy released in the process of
supercritical turbulent accretion on a central black hole. The
gas pressure and density at the center of a polytropic star
with the ratio of specific-heat capacities у are equal to2'91'92

Pc= (3.1)

(3.2)

where with у = 4/3 the constants of numerical integration
are equal to Я, (4/3) = 0.364 and H2 (4/3) = 12.9. The ef-
fect of a black hole with mass Mh < Ms on the distribution of
gas in a star with radius Rs is limited to a region of the radius

GMh
(3.3)

where ac = (yPc /pc)
1/2 is the velocity of sound at the center

of the star. If Mb <£MS, the parameters of the gas in the re-
gion r~rh are close to their values for the center of the star,
so that the rate of spherical accretion on the black hole
(Bondi accretion) will be equal to

Mh = a(y)r^cpc(ac/c)3, (3.4)

where the gravitational radius of the black hole is
rg = GAfh/c

2 and the numerical constant a(4/3) = 5.6. As
the supermassive star contracts the accretional luminosity of
the black hole at the center of the star L = г]Мь с

2, where 77 is
the matter-to-radiation conversion efficiency, increases.
Contraction stops, if the rate of energy release of such a cen-
tral source reaches the Eddington value for a supermassive
star L = LE. The equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.4) with
L = Z,E make it possible to find the steady-state radius of a
supermassive star with a central black hole as the source of
energy

/Jst«2-1020(»//0,l)2/3(Mh/A/e)
4/3(Ms/Me)-1 cm. (3.5)

The condition of stability of such a nonrotating supermas-
sive star relative to collapse Rst > Rhi can be written, with
the help of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.5), in the form

MJM >5,6-103(v/0,l)~1/2(A//108M)15/8, (3.6)
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and therefore a black hole with mass Mh < Ms can potential-
ly be a central source of energy in a supermassive star with
mass Ms < 7 • Ю12 (т/Л).1) 4/7M0. Stabilizing factors, such as
rotation and the magnetic field, additionally weaken this re-
striction. Since the mass of a central black hole can only
increase, the established steady state of the supermassive
star Rst >RM will also be maintained in the future, and in
addition the steady-state radius Rst of the star increases with
time.

High mass-to-radiation conversion efficiency, at a level
rj ~ 0.1, can apparently be achieved only if the accretional
flux deviates substantially from spherical symmetry in the
relativistic region near the event horizon of the black hole;
this should be unavoidable in a rotating supermassive star.
In this case, in the region of the principal release of energy
near the black hole the accretion picture will be analogous to
that of a thick disk97"100 with toroidal isodenses and low
effective velocity of radial flow of plasma, as compared with
the sound velocity. The last condition must be satisfied in
order to realize convective transfer of the released heat to the
outside. The lifetime of a supermassive star with a black hole
as a central source does not depend on the mass of the star
and is equal to rst = rjtE ~5-107 yr. During this period of
time a supermassive star gradually expands and is "eaten
away" by its central black hole, bypassing completely the
stage of catastrophic collapse.

4. STRUCTURE OF A STAR SYSTEM WITH A BLACK HOLE AT
THECENTER

4.1. Tidal breakup of stars by a massive black hole

A massive black hole with mass Mh, formed at the cen-
ter of the remnant of a star cluster with mass M = Nm and
effective radius R = GM/2v%, affects, by means of its gravi-
tational field, the motion of stars within the radius of influ-
ence

(4.1)
„2 '

If the mass of the black hole is greater than the total mass of
the stars in the system, then the radius of influence rh is also
the radius of the entire star system. If Mh 4,M, the sphere of
influence of the black hole contains only a small part of the
volume and mass of the star system.

A star having mass т and radius /•„,, passing by at a
distance from the black hole less than the tidal radius

(4.2)

will be broken apart by the tidal forces of the hole.101 Nu-
merical simulation shows102 that in the process of tidal
breakup of a star some fraction of the star's mass is ejected
from the neighborhood of the black hole, but a significant
part of the star's mass remains in the region of tidal breakup
and can form around the black hole a gaseous accretion disk.
If the infall time of the matter from such a disk onto the hole
is shorter than the time interval between successive events of
tidal breakup of stars, then the activity of the black hole will
be manifested in the form of separate bright outbursts sepa-
rated by long time intervals and lasting for several

mulate. The interaction of disks with one another will result
in compensation of their angular momenta and quasispheri-
cal accretion on the black hole or formation of a single disk
in the case of a star system whose rotational angular momen-
tum is sufficiently large.

High accretional activity of a black hole owing to tidal
breakup of stars can be achieved, if the stars break up outside
the event horizon of the hole.101 More precisely, the neces-
sary condition is /-, > rmb, where rmb is the capture radius or
the minimum radius of stable orbits for stars falling on the
hole from large distances. In the case of a nonrotating black
hole for parabolic orbits rmb = 4GMh/c2. In this case the
condition rt > rmb can be represented with the help of Eq.
(4.2) in the form

where vf = (2Gm/r^ )1/2 is the escape speed at the surface
of the star. If Mh >Mmax, the stars are swallowed up whole
by the black hole; this is not accompanied by an outburst of
activity. In particular, Mmax ~ 108AfQ for solar type stars
and Afmax ~ 105MQ for white dwarfs with w~MQ and
/•„, ~\0~2R&. If Mh <Afmax, stars whose velocity vectors
are oriented in the direction of the black hole and which fall
within the loss cone with half-angle

ft =-
lc

2GM. I 1/2
(4.4)

years.103"105 In the opposite case accretion disks will accu-

are subject to tidal breakup. In realistic star systems the loss
cone is always significantly larger than its purely geometric
size and its size is determined by the second term in the
brackets in the expression (4.4), which is associated with the
focusing of the orbits of stars in the gravitational field of a
massive black hole. If Mh > Afm a x, when stars located inside
the loss cone are swallowed whole by the black hole, in the
expression (4.4) and everywhere below the tidal radius r,
must be replaced by the capture radius rmb.

4.2. Rate of tidal breakup of stars

The frequency with which stars are broken up by tidal
forces or are swallowed up depends on the distribution and
character of their orbits near the massive black hole as well
as on the rate at which the loss cone is filled. In particular,
collective star interactions in the gravitational field of a
black hole under conditions when the loss cone is filled result
in the accumulation of stars in the region r < rh. For this
reason a kinetic approach must be employed in order to find
the star distribution near the black hole and the star flux
onto the hole.

The star distribution near a black hole is, generally
speaking, nonequilibrium. This is attributable to the flow
(draining) of stars into the tidal breakup sphere or below the
horizon of the black hole. The form of the nonequilibrium
distribution function and the rate of tidal breakup of stars
are determined by the interactions of the stars with one an-
other. An adequate approximation for solving this problem
is the kinetic equation, derived by Landau,106 for a system of
particles which interact by means of the Coulomb potential.
We shall represent the collision integral in this approxima-
tion as the divergence of the flux in momentum space
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- - / , ,-1,2.3, (4.5)

where in the case of a star system consisting of identical stars
each of mass m,

f = *
о dp' dpk (4.6)

(4.7)

here/»' is the momentum of a star, и' = (р" — p')/m is the
relative velocity of two stars, Sikis the Kronecker delta func-
tion, and A = ln(N/2) is the gravitational Coulomb loga-
rithm. The collision integral (4.5) takes into account only
pair interactions of stars, so that the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion is the corresponding kinetic equation. The appearance
of the Coulomb logarithm Л in the collision integral reflects
the fact that distant encounters of stars, in which the trajec-
tories of the stars change insignificantly, play the dominant
role in the interactions. The orbit of a separate star changes
significantly over the relaxation time (2.1), which for ./V> 1
greatly exceeds the characteristic dynamical time
?dyn = R /v. For this reason, over the time tdyn the distribu-
tion function of the stars/(r, p, t ) , which in the general case
is a function of seven variables, can be assumed to depend
only on the time and the integrals of motion. In the case of a
spherically symmetric stellar system we havef=f(E, J, t~),
where E is the total energy and J is the angular momentum of
a separate star. The change produced in the orbits of the stars
by the dominant distant encounters occurs dynamically
slowly and has the form of diffusion in (E, /) space.

If Mh -^Nm, all stars in the system can be divided, ac-
cording to the type of orbit, into infinite and finite, relative to
the black hole. Infinite stars are not gravitationally bound
with the black hole and move primarily outside the hole's
sphere of influence of radius rh. The distribution and charac-
ter of the orbits of these stars are virtually independent of the
presence of a massive black hole at the center of the star
system. Finite stars, however, are bound gravitationally
with the black hole and their orbits lie entirely inside the
hole's sphere of influence. These stars, which are transferred
by interactions to orbits which are gravitationally bound
with the hole, form a reservoir for the finite stars.

Because of the existence of a flow of stars onto the black
hole the loss cone is filled with stars or, in other words, com-
pletely vanishes only outside some kinetic region of radius
rcr around the black hole.107 In the region r < rcr there is no
longer enough time for the interactions of stars to fill with
new stars the loss cone which was emptied by the tidal break-
ups or trapping of stars by the hole. The radius of the critical
orbit /•„, determined from the equality

1/2

(4.8)

where the size of the loss cone 0lc is given by Eq. (4.4), can
be written in the form

'сг-Ч (4.9)

where the numerical constant obeys b ~ 1 and the exponent q
depends on the star distribution near the black hole. In par-
ticular, if rh < rcr -^R, when the loss cone is empty within the
radius of influence of the black hole rb, the exponent is
9=1/3.

In the case rcr -^R there is enough time for the interac-
tions to isotropize the distribution function of the infinite
stars within most of the volume of the system. The rate of
tidal breakup of such stars is equal to their rate of flow in the
direction of the black hole within the loss cone (4.4). For a
Maxwellian velocity distribution of infinite stars this rate of
flow is equal to101

4/3

/\Tn, (4.10)

where n0,v0, and T0 are, respectively, the average (over the
system) density, velocity dispersion, and relaxation time
(2.1), employed in order to make it convenient to compare
with the rates of other processes. The flow rate of infinite
stars (4.10) can be expressed directly in terms of the critical
radius rcr as Ninf ~ (rcr/R)3N/AT0. The condition rcr <^R,
which is a necessary condition for the existence of the rate of
flow of stars (4.10), can be represented with the help of Eq.
(4.9) and the virial theorem (irrespective of the ratio of Mb

and Nm) in the form Mh <Mdif, where108

LArj3/4m. (4.11)

In the particular case Mh ^Nm the quantity Afdif depends
strongly only on the size R of the star system:

(4.12)

If the mass of the hole is Mh > Mdif and therefore we have
rcr > R, then there is not enough time for the interactions of
the stars to maintain an isotropic star distribution and the
loss cone is empty within the entire system. The rate of flow
of stars onto the hole is now governed by the diffusion of
their orbits through the boundary of the empty loss cone.
This occurs with the rate

1 N (4.13)

where A, = In (R /r,), as a result of the change in the angu-
lar momenta of the stars in the interactions.109''10 The diffu-
sion rate (4.13) depends only logarithmically on the size of
the loss cone (4.4). For Mh ^-Nm the dependence of the
diffusion rate on the mass of the black hole enters in Eq.
(4.13) through the relaxation time T0> since in this case the
black hole controls the motion of the stars within the entire
star system, while if Mh -^Nm the diffusion flow depends on
the mass of the black hole only logarithmically.

The case /•„ •< rh, when there is enough time for the star
distribution to be isotropized within part of the region of
gravitational domination of the black hole /•„ <r<rh, is less
trivial. It turns out that finite stars with an isotropic but
nonequilibrium distribution function f(E) ос \Е \1/4, where
E= (mv2/2) — GMhm/r<0 is the total energy of a sepa-
rate finite star, accumulate in this region.111'112 This distri-
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bution function is the nonlinear isotropic solution of the sta-
tionary kinetic equation in the Fokker-Planck
approximation and describes diffusion of stars which are
gravitationally bound to the black hole toward the black
hole. These stars form in the region rcr < r < rh a self-consis-
tent density distribution

о ...
n(r) <*. ! f(E)\E+ (GMhm/r.\\UidE « r~7/4. (4.14)

-GMhm/r L V /-1

The formation of such a peak, which is of nonlinear origin, in
the star density can be considered to be the result of the
collective interaction of stars in the gravitational field of the
black hole. The finite stars make the main contribution to
the total local star density in the region r<rh, since the den-
sity of infinite stars in this region varies according to a
weaker law ninf (r) <xr~1 / 2. The density distribution
n (r) cc r ~7/4 can be easily obtained from the qualitative rela-
tion

2r
-n(r) T(r) ~ const (4.15)

for the steady-state energy flow arising from the black hole
when stars which interact with one another accumulate and
diffuse in the gravitational field of the black hole.

The typical orbit of a finite star in the region rcr <лЧ rh

has the form of trajectory which spirals slowly towards the
black hole and along which the binding energy of the star
with the hole gradually increases. The energy released in the
process by means of the interactions is redistributed among
the other stars in the system and ultimately contributes to
heating up of the system. However, after the energy of the
star drops to the value Ecr = — GMh m/2rcr, when the semi-
major axis of the orbit of the star is of the order of the critical
radius /-cr, the character of the diffusion changes. For
E<Ecr, because the loss cone is not completely filled the
distribution function of finite stars becomes anisotropic:
f(E,J) cc|£ 11/4ln(///min), where /min = m(2GMhr, )1/2.
Such stars now approach the region of tidal breakup r = rl as
a result of diffusion of their orbits along not the energy but
rather the angular momenta, as a result of which the velocity
vectors of the finite stars turn in the direction of the loss
cone.107 As a result, the rate of flow of finite stars onto the
black hole, calculated by solving the two-dimensional
steady-state Fokker-Planck equation for an anisotropic dis-
tribution function f=f(E, /), is equal to113'114

'fin Т '
'О

(4.16)

where Л 2 = In (rc r /rt), and the numerical constant is s s; 103.
Under the condition rcr </-h, when there exists a peak of the
density n ( r ) cc r~7/4, the critical radius is given by Eq. (4,9)
with the exponent q = 4/9. From Eqs. (4.10) and (4.16) we
find that 7Vf l n//Vi n f~(A-h/rc r)

5 / 4>l, and, therefore, when
the density has a peak the finite stars predominate in the flow
of stars onto the black hole. The expression for the rate of
flow of finite stars (4.16) can be represented in the form

^fin ~ a т?,Г v (4-17)

where N(ra) is the total number of stars within the radius
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/•„ and T( ro r) is the relaxation time near rcr. This means that
over the time TJ ~A2 T( rcr) all stars with energies E^Ecr fall
within the region of tidal breakup /•</", as a result of the
diffusion of their orbits along angular momenta and they
cease to exist. During this time interval the energy of a sepa-
rate star can decrease, as a result of the diffusion of its orbit,
to Em-m ~A2 Ecr, differing from Ecr by a factor of only several
units. The fact that the energy of finite stars is bounded by
the quantity Emin results in the region rt <r^rcr in a
smoother increase of the density: n ( r ) ccr~1/2.

In a star system with Mh ^>Nm all stars are finite with
respect to the black hole and the contribution of self-gravita-
tion of the stars to the integral parameters of the star system
can be neglected. In particular, the effective radius of such a
star system is R = GMh/2Vo, and the local velocities are
completely determined by the parameters E and J of the
orbits of the stars in the gravitational field of the black hole.
As before, however, the interactions of the stars determine
the rates of different processes, for example, the rate of tidal
breakup of the stars or the rate at which the stars are swal-
lowed up by the hole. Extension of the solution of the two-
dimensional Fokker-Planck equation to the case Mh ^>Nm
(Refs. 113 and 114) leads for rcr<£R to the rate of tidal
breakup of stars

N,
10 rcr N

fin ~ IT R ' Tn
(4.18)

The critical radius rcr for rcr <^R and Mh ^-Nm is given by
Eq. (4.9), in which rh must be replaced by R and q must be
set equal to 4/9. The star density varies as n ( r) ос г ~ 7/4 in the
region rcr<^r</? and as n(r)<xr~l/2 in the region

4.3. The conditions of formation of a peak in the star density
around a massive black hole

A peak in the star density n ( r ) oc /--7/4 is formed
around a black hole by stars that are gravitationally bound
with the hole, if in the region of the gravitational influence of
the hole on the motion of the stars there is enough time for
the loss cone to be filled with new finite stars which replace
the stars entering the region of tidal breakup /•</•,. The nec-
essary condition for this is rcr <^rh in the case Mh <g.Nm or
rcr <Л in the case Mh 5-Nrn. The critical radius rcr, outside
which the loss cone is filled with stars, is given by Eq. (4.9)
in which the exponent is g = 4/9, and the obvious substitu-
tion of R for rh must be made if Mh ^>Nm. The density of
stars continues to increase toward the hole as n ( r ) <x r~ 7/4

only up to the radius r~rcr. In the region r<£rcr, where the
diffusion of the orbits of stars over angular momenta pre-
dominates over the diffusion of orbits over energies, the den-
sity varies more slowly: и ( r) cc r ~ 1/2. It should be noted that
the search for massive black holes in nearby galaxies and
globular clusters on the basis of the distribution of the den-
sity of stars in their central parts, when their surface density
is actually recorded, is problematic. The reason lies in the
fact that an appreciable peak of the surface density
r n ( r ) cc r~ V4 exists only in the case rcr <rh . At the same
time, for rcr > rh the small peak in the density of infinite stars
n ( r ) cc r~ 1/2 in the surface density distribution is smoothed
over and it is virtually unrecordable.

Apart from the condition rcr <min (rh, R), which is
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FIG. 2. A peak exists in the star density л ( r ) oc /• -7/4 in systems with Л> 1
stars and velocity dispersion of stars i>0 -<i>p = (2Gm/rt )1/2 around a
massive black hole whose mass falls into the range
Мл„ (N, va) < Afh <Na i f (N, u0) with the limits given by Eqs. (4.12) and
(4.19).

necessary for the existence of a peak in the density of stars
n(r)cc.r~7/4, there is an additional limit associated with the
effect of disintegrative collisions. Comparing the rate of star
collisions (2.35) with the rates of tidal breakup (4.10),
(4.13), (4.16), and (4.18) we arrive at the conclusion that
for v0 > vp collisions become the dominant factor in the
change in the number of stars in the system and feeding of
accretion onto the central black hole. In particular, they des-
troy the peak in the star density n(r) cc r~7/4, thereby pre-
venting stars from accumulating in the region of the gravita-
tional influence of the hole r<rh. Therefore the two
conditions rcr ^min (rh, R) and v0 < yp must be satisfied in
order for a peak to exist in the star density «(/•) «r~7/4

around a massive black hole. With the help of the virial
theorem and Eq. (4.9) these conditions reduce for N^ 1 to
the relations МЛп 4,Mh ^Nd{{, where МЯп <£Nm and is equal
to

M,f i n '
2
(У»

Р
)
2
]

3/5
(4.19)

while the quantity Afdif is given by Eq. (4.11). The region of
values of the parameters of star systems with a peak in the
star density around a central black hole is shown in Fig. 2.

5. JOINT EVOLUTION OF THE NUCLEUS OF A GALAXY AND
OF A CENTRAL BLACK HOLE

5.1. Basic evolutionary processes

The formation of a massive black hole at the center of a
star cluster complicates and makes more diverse the paths of
evolution of the combined system. Additional evolutionary
factors appear, such as, a decrease in the number of stars in
the system and simultaneous increase in the mass of the
black hole as the hole absorbs these stars or part of their
matter. In addition, the total energy of the stars remaining in
the system changes as stars from the density peak diffuse
toward the hole. The mass of the black hole ultimately stops
increasing when the gravitational influence of the hole be-
comes dominant within the entire star system.

The physically distinguishable stages of the joint evolu-
tion of a star system and a central massive black hole are
characterized by domination of one of the processes de-

scribed by Eqs. (2.3), (2.35), (4.10), (4.13), and (4.16) or
(4.18): (1) evaporation of stars out of the system, (2) tidal
breakup of stars which are not gravitationally bound with
the hole (infinite stars) with a filled loss cone, (3) diffusion
of stars toward the hole under the conditions of an empty
loss cone, (4) diffusion toward the hole of stars which are
gravitationally bound with the hole in the presence of a peak
in the density and, finally, (5) star collisions. The ratios of
the rates of these processes depend on the mass of the black
hole and one or two virial parameters, for example, the ve-
locity dispersion v0 of the stars in the system and the total
number of stars 7V. A significant fraction of the gas freed by
tidal breakup of the stars by the hole and disruptive colli-
sions of stars at the later stages of evolution is accreted onto
the black hole. For this reason it is natural to suppose that
the rate of accretion on the black hole is close to the rate of
accumulation of gas in the system, if the latter rate does not
exceed the value necessary for maintaining the luminosity of
the black hole nearing the Eddington limit LB = Mhc

2/tE,
where tE = <7Tc/4irGmp ~ 5 • Ю8 yr. In the opposite case the
luminosity of the black hole will be maintained at the maxi-
mum level L=*LE and the mass of the black hole will grow
exponentially with the characteristic time т = tT/Tj, where
77 ~ 0.1 is the accretion efficiency. A strong stellar wind
could also be an additional source of accreted gas. Such a
wind arises as a result of the heating of the outer layers of the
stars by the intense radiation from the central source115"120

and partially blows out of the system. It is natural to study
the possible stages of the joint evolution of the composite
system starting with relatively small masses of the black
hole, in the limit when Mh <£Nm and the velocity dispersion
of the stars v0 ̂  vp, i.e., stellar collisions play a small role.
The general sequence of change in the regimes of joint evolu-
tion of a star system and a central black hole is shown in Fig.
3 and will be justified in subsequent sections.

5.2. Increase of the mass of the black hole at the stage of
evaporation of stars from the system (/•„ <^rcr <$R,va<vp,
>Vln,«AU

Let the mass of the central black hole be so small that
the conditions for filling of the loss cone with stars and ab-
sence of a peak in the density of finite stars are satisfied:
v0^vp andrh 4r-a ^R; according to Eqs. (4.11) and (4.19),
these conditions have the form Afh ^min (Afdif, Afen ). In
such a star system the mass of the black hole increases as a
result of accretion of gas freed in the process of tidal breakup
of stars which are not gravitationally bound with the hole.
Let the condition Nin( <gNcv also be satisfied. With the help
of Eqs. (2.3) and (4.10) this condition can be written in the
form Mh <a3/4Afdif, where a=*l-10~3, so that the decrease
in the total mass of the stars is associated primarily with the
evaporation of stars from the system. Under such conditions
the star system evolves independently of the black hole ac-
cording to the classical evaporation scenario (2.4), when
R<xN2 and v0 ocTV-i/2 integrating Eq. (4.10) with the
help of Eq. (2.4), we obtain the law of growth of a black hole
at the evaporation stage of evolution121

, (5.1)

where ц = Мь (t)/Mh (0), /n, = (7/6)rev/i(0). The dura-
tion of this stage is determined by the moment at which rapid
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FIG. 3. The sequence of change in the physically different stages of
evolution of galactic nuclei with a central massive black hole, de-
pending on the relative values of the velocity dispersion va of the
stars and the escape speed vp from the surface of the star and the
relative values of the radius of influence of the hole rh = GM^/vl,
the critical radius ra, within which there is not enough time for the
loss cone to be filled with stars, and the radius of the star system
R = GmN/2vl. The dashed lines show the conventional boundar-
ies separating the nuclei of galaxies exhibiting different degrees of
activity. A detailed analysis of each stage of evolution is given in
Sees. 5.2-5.6.

growth of the mass of the black hole starts, which according
toEq. (5.1) is equal to

By this time the number of stars remaining in the system
•̂h — /*iO+/*i)~ '-^(0) and therefore the maximum
mass which the black hole can acquire at subsequent stages is
equal toNhm. According to Eq. (5.1), over the contraction
time of the system rev the mass of the black hole increases
weakly if ^il < 1. This condition can be represented in the
form Mh<Mmin, where

•'m. (5.3)

If, however, Mh > Mmin , then as the system contracts the
mass of the black hole increases significantly and after reach-
ing the value Mh = aV43/dif the rate of tidal breakup of infi-
nite stars N-m[ starts to exceed the rate of evaporation of stars
Nev from the system.

5.3. Rapid growth of a black hole at the stage without a peak in
the density (л„ г « R, v0 <$ vp , /Vlnf > N.y )

At this stage there is no peak in the density of finite stars
around a black hole и(г) ос г ~ 7/4.122 The mass of the black
hole satisfies the relations a3/4MM <^Mh <£mm(Mdi[, Mun ),
where Mdif and МЯп are given by Eqs. (4.11) and (4.19).
The rate of flow of infinite stars toward the black hole (4. 10)
determines the growth in the mass of the black hole and the
change in the number of stars in the system N— — Ninf. If
./Vinf >7Vev, the characteristic evolution time of the system is
Tm( = N(0)/Nin((0)^Tev. In this limit the decrease in the
total mass of the system M = Nm + Afh over the time rinf is
relatively small and it can be neglected in the evolutionary
equation (2.2). In the meantime, the tidal breakup and ab-
sorption of infinite stars by the hole is not accompanied by a
change in the total energy of the system E and therefore
neglecting star evaporation, M = Nm + Afh = const and

R = VQ = 0. The only variable parameters are the number of
stars in the system N and the mass of the hole Mh. As a
result, the system evolves according to the law

/ i - l + j t f l - v ) ,

-*)]
4/3
'

(5.4)

(5.5)

where ц = Mh(f)/Afh(0), v = N(t)/N(0), д- = Я(0)т/
Л/,, (0). Under conditions of rapid growth of the black hole,
which is equivalent to relatively slow change in the param-
eters of the star system, we obtain108 the following approxi-
mate law of growth of the mass of the black hole with time:

3, (5.6)

which also follows from Eq. (5.1) with t ̂  rev. Over the life-
time of the nucleus of a galaxy, comparable to the age of the
universe, the mass of the central black hole will grow signifi-
cantly if (Ъ/%) Tinf < 1010 yr. This condition can be written in
the form Afh >Afint, where

inf
m. (5.7)

Here and everywhere below, unless otherwise specified, the
numerical value for clusters consisting of stars of solar type
is given. Significant growth in the mass of the black hole at
this stage of evolution is accompanied by an increase in the
velocity dispersion of the stars v0 and a decrease of the ratios
rcr/rh and R /rc,. Ultimately the system passes to the stage
of evolution when in the system either a peak forms in the
density n(r) ocr~7 / 4 for rcr<rh or the loss cone is empty
everywhere in the system for rcr > R or, finally, collisions of
stars with v0 > vp begin to dominate.

5.4. Heating of the star system by the peak in the star density
around a black hole (rcr 4 min(rh ,Я), VO<^VP)

In order for a peak to form in the density of finite stars
и (r) ос г ~7/4 in the case Mh < NM, apart from the condition
rcr 4,rh, which is satisfied when Mh >Affln from Eq. (4.19),
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the additional requirement VO^VP, when collisions between
stars are relatively rare, must also be satisfied. The accumu-
lation of stars which are gravitationally bound with the
black hole can qualitatively change the fate of the star sys-
tem, converting the evolutionary contraction of the system
into expansion. This happens when the system is heated
quite strongly by the stars forming the peak in the density.123

As they diffuse toward the black hole their total energy de-
creases and, correspondingly, the energy of the stars remain-
ing in the system increases. Each star precipitating from the
peak of the density onto the hole transfers energy
|£min | =*ЛгСМът/2г„, where A2 = ln(rct/rt), to heating
of the star system. The rate of heating of the system by the
flow of finite stars (4.16) does not depend on rcr and is equal
to

Jh
2'(Nm (5.8)

where the numerical constant is 5= 103 and the total energy
is E = — Nmvo/2. From a comparison of the rates (2.3),
(4.10), (4.16), and (5.8) it follows that for Л/ь>Л/Яп, when
rcr < rh, the rate of heating Ёйп and the rate of change of mass
of the system owing to star evaporation N^ make the domi-
nant contributions to the right-hand side of the evolutionary
equation (2.2). The remaining contributions can be neglect-
ed. Substituting Eqs. (2.3) and (5.8) into Eq. (2.2) we ob-
tain the condition of expansion of the star system R > 0 in the
form Mh > Afexp, where

мMexp =

1/3
-=1 Nm. (5.9)

Thus a black hole whose mass is equal to several percent of
the total mass of the star system is capable of supporting
secular expansion of the system. At the same time, expansion
will be accompanied by slowing down or even complete stop-
ping of the growth of the black hole. The simultaneous solu-
tion of Eqs. (22), (23), and (5.8) with a frozen black hole
for Nev >#inf has the form121

(5.10)
2

-

t = ^(jc-3-l)|cLc, (5.11)

wherep = R ( t ) / R ( Q ) , v = N(t)/N(0), and

mN(0) '
(5.12)

For Afh = 0 this solution reduces to the classical evapora-
tion evolution of the system (2.4). The condition for the
system to expand initially will be v0 > 1, which is identical to
the condition Mh > Mexp. For v0 > 1 the expansion proceeds
according to the simpler law

(5.13)

whererexp = (3v^a) -'Г0(0) <45Г0(0). Then the number
N of stars in the system decreases with time logarithmically
and all dynamical processes slow down. When the number of

stars increases slowly, the mass of the black hole grows as

'-27/47, (5.14)

where /i = Mh (t)/M(0), /u2 = (47/4)/i(0)rcxp. From here
we find the self-consistent condition of weak growth of a
black hole in the form ^2 < 1 or Mb ^M{T, where

Mh ~ 0,11-27/47A-12/47#51/47(v0/up)
24/4V (5.15)

For t >rexp the accretional luminosity of a frozen black hole
decreases as L «t ~3V27.

The initial stage of expansion of the system can be real-
ized under conditions when Nev ^NM. In this limit the di-
mensionless mass of the black hole is/x = 1 + ̂  (1 — v) and
the system expands according to the law

dx 20/27,-9/4
(5.16)

1 „-14/9_ r dx x _
'~X[1 +*(!-*) I61'27

X (1 - |}̂ [1 +*(! - x)]2"27}-3578, (5.17)

where f = (2/9)Я2[гь(0)/гс г(0)]>1 and rfln =N(0)/
Nnn (0). The radius of the star system as well as the total
evolution time, as follows from Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17), for-
mally approach infinity, when a finite number of stars re-
mains in the system. Correspondingly the growth of the
black hole stops. After the system freezes it expands accord-
ing to Eq. (5.13), and the number of stars decreases as

v = l-r1(l-/>~4 / 9), (5.18)

and in addition the characteristic decay time of the number
of stars in the system at this stage is Tfin — (27/8)£техр

>rexp. The condition of self-consistency of Eqs. (5.16) and
(5.17) with the requirement that the black hole be frozen is
identical to the condition Mh >Mfr from Eq. (5.15).

In a star system with a gravitationally dominant black
hole with mass Afh >JVm a peak forms in the star density
n(r) oc r~7/4ifv0 ^fp andrcr <gR. The last inequality is satis-
fied when Мъ -<Afdif from Eq. (4.11). The rate of flow of
stars out of the density peak toward the black hole (4.18) in
this limit is accompanied by heating of the star system at the
rate Ё = A2 (R /rcr) \E \Nun/N and an unavoidable expan-
sion of the system according to the law124

P =
2/3 (5.19)

where r?xp = T0 (0)/15. For N^ <Nint the number of stars
in the expanding star system changes as

'-9/4, (5.20)

where £ = A2 [Л(0)/гст(0)] >1, while for Nev>NM the
number of stars changes as v=p~a/l°, where a^l-10~3.
For f^r^p the luminosity of a gravitationally dominant
black hole decays, analogously to the case of a frozen black
hole with mass Mh -^Nm, L <x t ~~35/2T or even more rapidly,
if the quite compact constituent stars of the system are swal-
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lowed whole by the hole without tidal breakup outside the
event horizon.

As the star system expands the ratios v0 /vp, rcr /rh, and
rcr /R decrease. For this reason, the conditions of existence
of a peak in the star density, which governs the heating and
expansion of the system, are still satisfied. However the ratio
Nev /N,nf increases and ultimately there occurs a transition
to the state of expansion with Nev >jVinf. Such evolution will
end in a dead quasar at the center of a frozen star system
(Fig. 3).

5.5. Evolution with an unfilled loss cone (rcr ^>R, VO^VP)

A star system passes into this regime when Mh >Afdif

from Eq. (4.11) in the process of contraction at the stage
without a density peak (see Sees. 5.2 and 5.3) or with a
density peak (see Sec. 5.4) incapable of stopping the con-
traction. Tidal breakup or capture of stars by the hole now
occurs as a result of diffusion of the orbits of the stars into an
empty (within the entire system) loss cone at the rate
(4.13), which is significantly higher than the rate (2.3) at
which stars evaporate from the system. For this reason, neg-
lecting star evaporation, just as in the analysis of the stage of
rapid growth of a black hole in the regime without a density
peak (see Sec. 5.3), we have M = Mh + Nm = const,
R = v0=0,/i=l+x(l-v) with^ = Ar(0)/Mh(0). In
this case the integration of Eq. (4.13) wither = —7V"dif,irre-
spective of the ratio of Afh and Nm, gives a single law govern-
ing the temporal evolution of the system

-Hi)! (5.21)

where rdif = А, Г„(0). Star evaporation is nonetheless ac-
companied by relatively slow contraction p = vk in the case
Mh4,Nm and p = vk/2 in the case Mh^Nm, where
k = 2aA, /3 ~ 10 ~ ', and by slow growth v0 <x v ~~k /4. As the
number of stars in the system decreases the ratio rcr/R in-
creases and therefore the conditions of formation of a peak in
the star density which is capable of suppressing contraction
are not satisfied. Conversely, as the velocity dispersion v0 of
the stars increases the role of disruptive collisions of stars
increases; the rate of such collisions starts to exceed the rate
of diffusion of stars toward the hole when
u0>up = (2 Gm/r^/2.

5.6. Stage of collisions between stars (v0 > vp)

Only star systems that have a peak in the star density
n ( r ) oc r~7/4, and in which heating by stars gravitationally
bound to the black hole gives rise to secular expansion of the
system (see Sec. 5.4), as well as star systems which consist
entirely of neutron stars and black holes of star type masses
for which yp ~c, escape this stage of evolution. Comparing
the rates of the evolutionary processes (2.3), (2.35), (4.10),
(4.13), (4.16), and (4.18) shows that collisions between
stars become the dominant factor in the evolution when
DO > vp. The peak in the star density «(/•) <x r~7/4, if it is
incapable of stopping the increase in the velocity dispersion
v0 of the stars, also breaks up at the collisional stage of evolu-
tion. When collisions predominate the contraction of the
star system with a central black hole is controlled by the
same laws as in the case, studied in Sec. 2.7, without a black
hole, since collisions do not change the total mass of the

system M = Mh + Nm and they predominate over all other
processes. Irrespective of the ratio of the masses Mh and Nm
the effective radius R of the system decreases according to
the approximate law (2.36) as a result of energy dissipation,
and the duration of the collisional stage of evolution
rcoll ~(ир/у0)

4Л7"0(0) depends on the mass of the black
hole only in the case Л/ь > Nm.

At the collisional stage of evolution the characteristics
of the growth of the mass of a black hole are determined only
by the ratio of the critical radius rcr, within which there is
not enough time for stars to fill the loss cone, and the radius
of the system R. When rcr^R, infinite stars, filling the loss
cone, dominate in the flow of stars toward the hole, and the
mass of the black hole, taking into account Eq. (4.10), grows
as

3, (5.22)

where /*inf = (j/3)7Vinf (0)/ЛГСО„ (0), x = mN(0)/Mh (0).
However this regime of evolution is accompanied by an in-
crease of the ratio ra/R as the star system contracts and the
black hole grows and the regime unavoidably ends with emp-
tying of the loss cone everywhere in the system when rcr ^R.
Further growth of the black hole (see Fig. 3) now proceeds
in the stable evolutionary regime when rcr > R, and the rate
of flow of stars toward the hole is determined by the rate of
diffusion (4.13) into the empty loss cone. This results in
growth of the black hole according to the law424

1 i /1 2\ f С T5 \

/" = 1 + ^dif( ~f )' (5.23)

where^dif = (^/2)jVdif (0)/jVcoll (0).
The collisional stage of the evolution of a star system

surrounding a massive black hole is the most striking phase
of the activity of galactic nuclei: in this phase the luminosity
of the black hole can be close to the Eddington luminosity.
The physical conditions at the collisional stage correspond
most closely to regions in which wide emission lines are
formed in the nuclei of active galaxies. These regions can be
interpreted as a collection of high-velocity clouds of gas in
the intense field of radiation from the central source.125'126

In the most powerful nuclei of active galaxies and quasars
with a massive central source Mh >Mmax from Eq. (4.3),
when stars are swallowed whole by the black hole without
tidal breakup, it is precisely the star collisions that are capa-
ble of supplying excess accreted material to the black hole
and maintaining the luminosity of the hole at a high level. In
addition, the total intensity of energy release accompanying
collisional self-breakup of a star system with a sufficiently
high velocity dispersion v0 of the stars can exceed the Ed-
dington limit L E =AfcV? E , where ?E = <7Tc/4irG/np

~ 5 • 108 yr, for the total mass of the system M — Mh + Nm
during the time interval t<,(v0/c)2tE. Most of the released
energy comes from the kinetic energy of the clouds of gas of
the disrupted stars. As the clouds expand and interact with
one another they form a single spherical shock wave emanat-
ing from the nucleus of the galaxy. Some of the energy of this
shock wave should be transformed into radiation emitted
from an extended region of formation of narrow emission
lines126'127 and some of the energy should go into accelera-
tion of cosmic rays.128-129

The stage of collisional self-disruption of dense star
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clusters in galactic nuclei, which is accompanied by the gen-
eration of a gigantic spherical shock wave, can occur at least
twice—prior to the formation of a massive black hole (see
Sec. 2.6) and in the process of contraction of the remnant of
the star system around the central black hole.

A star system ceases to exist as a cluster of stars when
most of the stars break up as a result of collisions. By this
time the mass of the black hole grows, according to Eq.
(5.23), up to the size Mh^(l/2)N(0)mNdi{(0)/Nco}1 (0)
<N(0)m or an even smaller size, if the luminosity of the
black hole is maintained at the Eddington limit and there is
not enough time for all of the gas supplied to the hole to
accrete onto the hole. Therefore, at the collisional stage of
evolution, there is not enough time for the black hole to ab-
sorb the main fraction of the mass of the expanding star
system and the evolution of the star system stops with the
formation of a gas shell, containing an admixture of surviv-
ing stars, around the black hole. At the subsequent gas-dy-
namic stage of evolution,83'90 depending on the angular mo-
mentum of the gas remnant of the expanding star system,
there forms a massive accretion disk which is capable of
spinning up the black hole130 or there is realized a regime of
spherical accretion with the rate2

ĥ =<3!Wr»CPoo(a(»/C)~3' (5.24)

where the numerical constant a(y), which depends on the
ratio of the heat capacities, is equal to ~ 1, and the density
pn and velocity of sound in the gas a^ at large distances
from the black hole correspond to their values near the radi-
us of influence of the hole rh = GMh /a

1^ . The fragmenta-
tion, accompanied by star formation in the gas cloud sur-
rounding the black hole after some of the mass is ejected in
the form of a spherical shock wave, partially regenerates the
star system, but only under extreme conditions of a deep
potential well and high accretional luminosity of the black
hole.

6. CENTRAL SOURCE
6.1. Basic principles of operation

From the qualitative point of view there is no doubt that
a massive black hole can function as a central "machine" in
the nuclei of active galaxies and quasars. This is attributable
to the uniqueness of the properties of the gravitational field
of the black hole: This field is capable of converting into
radiation a significant fraction of the mass of the matter
which falls on the black hole. But the detailed picture of the
interaction of a black hole with its environment is extremely
complicated and confused. At the present time the develop-
ment of this picture is far from complete, in spite of the sig-
nificant efforts made by numerous investigators. The funda-
mental features of the operation of the central machine
have, apparently, nonetheless already been deter-
mined.1-7'31-34-43-131-138 These features are as follows:

a) Accretion. The external source of energy is undoubt-
edly the external gas accreted onto the black hole. Since a
black hole does not have a solid surface, energy release is
most efficient under conditions of disk accretion of gas hav-
ing quite high angular momentum.

b) Relativism. In the strong gravitational field of a
black hole the accreted-mass-to-radiation conversion effi-
ciency reaches rj = L /A/h c

2 ~ 0.1, which provides high radi-

ation power for a long period of time.
c) Electrodynamics. A magnetosphere with a large-

scale regular magnetic field, external with respect to the
black hole, is formed in the accreted plasma by means of the
dynamo mechanism. As a result the entire system operates
as an electromagnetic generator.

d) Rotation. Rarefied funnels (nozzles) form in the
nonstationary region along the common axis of rotation of
the black hole and the accretion disk. Oppositely directed
relativistic jets are formed in these funnels under the action
of the gradients of the gas and radiation pressures as well as
the action of the magnetospheric electromagnetic field.

Finding a detailed solution of the problem of accretion
onto a black hole is a challenge for modern astrophysics,
since this requires a self-consistent analysis of gravitational,
gas-dynamic, and electromagnetic factors in a wide range of
conditions, encompassing the real diversity of phenomena
occurring in the nuclei of active galaxies. At the same time,
the diversity of possible conditions of accretion makes it pos-
sible to single out limiting regimes that can be described with
only a small number of parameters. In the Newtonian re-
gion, at large distances from the region of main energy re-
lease, the balance of the gradient of the pressure and the
forces of gravitation in the rotating accretion flow results in
the formation of a geometrically thin disk.34'131'134 Owing to
viscosity, the differential rotation of the layers in turn gives
rise to transfer of the excess angular momentum from the
interior regions of the disk to the periphery. The energy that
is released in the process is radiated out locally from the
surface of the disk. When the luminosity is high the outer
layers forming the atmosphere of the disc are subjected to
additional strong heating owing to absorption of some of the
energy emitted from the central relativistic region of the
disk. In the process of disk accretion the black hole is spun
up by the matter incident on it to a state close to extremely
rapid rotation; this is accompanied by an additional increase
of the accretion efficiency up to ?7~0.3.140''41 In the relativ-
istic region, where the main energy release occurs, under
conditions of a high rate of accretion the thin disk expands as
a result of the development of thermal instability142'149 and
becomes geometrically thick. In a thick accretion disk sur-
faces of equal density (isodenses) have the shape of coaxial
tori;97"99 this, in particular, gives rise to additional collima-
tion of the radiation along the rotation axis of the black hole.
Steady-state accretion on a black hole is possible, generally
speaking, only if the total luminosity of the central source is
L<LE, when the gravitational attraction of the black hole
can withstand the radiation pressure exerted on the plasma.
For luminosity close to the Eddington limit, an accretion
disk will be surrounded by an extended hot chromosphere,
formed by plasma flowing out of the disk.150"152 In the case
of a quite dense plasma a super-Eddington radiation flux
could lead not to the expulsion of plasma out of the vicinity
of the central source, but rather to the development of strong
turbulence in this region and transition to convective energy
transfer, as happens in the deep interior of massive stars.

6.2. Characteristics of the magnetosphere of a black hole

Because of contraction of the plasma and the dynamo
mechanism, intensification of the starting magnetic field fro-
zen into the plasma is unavoidable in the accretion flow onto
the black hole.130'153-'56 Quite close to the black hole the
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electromagnetic forces determine, on an equal footing with
gravitation, the character of the distribution and motion of
charged particles.43'157'159 Because of the Bardeen-Peterson
effect,160 in the region of the strong gravitational field of a
rapidly rotating black hole an accretion disk with an arbi-
trary orientation of the angular momentum lies in the plane
of the equator of the hole and correspondingly the magneto-
sphere of a rapidly rotating black hole has an axisymmetric
structure in the relativistic region. The event horizon of a
black hole is electromagnetically qualitatively similar to a
sphere with finite conductivity,43'161'162 so that the magneto-
spheres of black holes are in many respects similar to the
magnetospheres of rotating neutron stars—pulsars.163'164

At the same time there is a significant difference owing to the
fact that the seed source of the magnetosphere of a neutron
star is the star's characteristic internal magnetic field, to
which the accreted plasma or the plasma generated by cas-
cade electron-positron pair production becomes adjusted.
Conversely, in the more complicated case of the magneto-
sphere of a black hole all seed sources of electromagnetic
energy lie in the accreted plasma itself and are external rela-
tive to the black hole.165 The magnetosphere, in turn, exerts
a back electromagnetic effect on the black hole, causing the
hole to become polarized or leading to accumulation of elec-
tric charge inside the hole. In particular,166 in the vacuum
limit the equilibrium electric charge of a black hole with
angular momentum / = aMh G /c in a collinear magnetic
field of intensity B0 is equal to q0 = 2B0JG/c3. This charge,
taking into account the back effect of the magnetic field on
the metric,167 is conserved by the hole, even for an extreme
value of the rotation parameter of the hole с = Afh.

In the general case, when a large-scale magnetic field of
intensity B0 is generated in the magnetosphere owing to the
polarization of the hole and the accreted plasma, there is
induced in addition near the event horizon of the rotating
black hole an electric field of intensity W~(a/Mh)B0,
where the rotation parameter of a Kerr black hole is
a <Mh. The electromagnetic equilibrium of the rotating

magnetosphere and the black hole is maintained by the po-
larization of the hole and the plasma, as well as by the cur-
rents flowing in the plasma, and in addition the black hole
itself is part of the electric circuit. Such an electric battery
operates owing to the emission of electromagnetic waves and
current losses.43 The latter apparently are the dominant
mechanism of energy release, since owing to the polarization
the electromagnetic radiation can be suppressed in a dense
plasma, as happens in the magnetosphere of pulsars.164 In
order of magnitude, the total power of energy release in the
magnetosphere of a black hole reaches

_ io45(—
\М\ I 104G

erg-s ' (6.1)

with the maximum emf in such a battery

U ~ JL Vg _ 4,4.1020A._^0_(JM
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The hopes for acceleration of particles in the vacuum funnels
along the rotation axis of the black hole are pinned on this
electric potential. The maximum intensity of the magnetic
field in the magnetosphere of a black hole can be estimated,
for example, from the condition that the energy densities of
the accreted plasma and the electromagnetic field are equal-
ly distributed; this leads to the limit
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6.3. Generation of cosmic rays

The gravitational field of a black hole is by itself, with-
out the magnetospheric electromagnetic field (which is of
secondary origin) a powerful accelerator, since the veloc-
ities of all particles falling on the hole approach the velocity
of light relative to a locally stationary observer as the event
horizon of the black hole is approached. This gravitational
accelerator will operate efficiently not only with respect to
itself, but also with respect to an external observer, if condi-
tions for emission of the products of interaction of the accel-
erated particles are satisfied, which in turn requires appro-
priate targets in the region of the steady-state orbits. Under
real conditions the targets are the particles of the accreted
gas itself with relativistic relative velocities of the particles of
the gas. This possibility is realized at least under conditions
of quasispherical accretion of rarefied gas or near the inner
boundary of a thick disk. In a thin disk, however, in spite of
the relativistic character of the volume flow of gas, the parti-
cles in the gas, even near the inner boundary of the disc,
move only with thermal, generally speaking, nonrelativistic
velocities. A rapidly rotating black hole has additional ad-
vantages for generation of fast particles. In the region adjoin-
ing the event horizon of a rotating black hole and called the
ergosphere it is possible for Penrose's process,168 qualita-
tively analogous to the loss of energy by a rotating body
interacting with an external field, to occur.169'170 Aside from
the usual precession, strong precession of the instantaneous
planes of nonequatorial orbits around the rotation axis of the
hole—Wilkins effect171 —occurs in the gravitational field of
a rotating black hole near the event horizon of the hole. As a
result, in the relativistic region the close-to-circular none-
quatorial trajectories rapidly intermix and near the plane of
the equator of the black hole the particles of accreted gas
move along opposite trajectories with low radial but relativ-
istic relative velocities. Such trajectories of particles of the
accreted gas are typical for the inner boundary of a thick
disk. The mechanism of generation of fast particles in colli-
sions and decays of particles of the accreted gas operates
most efficiently near the boundary of stable motion,140 and
the particles which escape most rapidly from the black hole
are produced in Penrose processes. For example,172 the elas-
tic interaction of two protons on converging nonequatorial
orbits, which initially were almost at rest far from the black
hole, in the ergosphere of an extremely rapidly rotating
black hole can result in one of the particles escaping to infin-
ity with maximum kinetic energy 2(2/3) l/2mpc

2zz 1.5 GeV.
In similar inelastic interactions accompanied by the produc-
tion of 7-rays the upper limit on the energy of a y-ray at
infinity is 2m c2~1.9 GeV. These energies correspond to
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the optimal geometry of interaction and escape. Such a ge-
ometry is unlikely under conditions of statistical averaging.
The thickness of the matter traversed by the fast particle in
the quasispherical flow or in the thick disk near its inner
boundary isx~(L/LE)(mp/r}aT)~25(L/LE)(i//0.1)~'
g-cm 2, where -q is the matter-to-radiation conversion effi-
ciency and <JT is the Thompson cross section. For luminosity
near the Eddington limit L~LE and T>J ~ 0.1 the accumulated
mass of matter is sufficient for efficient nuclear interactions,
whose typical cross sections in the subrelativistic regime are
0pp ~ 10~26 cm2. The final products of p-p interactions near a
black hole will be 7-rays and neutrinos with characteristic
energies at infinity of the order of 10-100 MeV. The total
intensity of their radiation depends on the character of the
proton trajectories in the relativistic region of accretion near a
black hole.173-174 The idealized model calculation175 for the
case of a nonrotating black hole with total luminosity
L<10~3LE, when protons of the accreted plasma move
along regular orbits, gives y-ray luminosities Lr zz 10 ~ 2L.

The possibility that massive black holes participate in
the generation of cosmic rays with high and superhigh ener-
gies is connected with the electromagnetic fields and shock
waves 176~180 initiated by the accretional activity of the black
hole, similarly to the acceleration of particles on non-steady-
state stars, in explosions of supernova, and in the cosmic
medium. In these processes black holes play the role of a
general powerhouse—a primary mover, determining only
the scale of the phenomena, while the specific features of
their strong gravitational field, in particular, the extreme
compactness of the source and the presence of an event hori-
zon, are unimportant. The energy of the accelerated parti-
cles, which is in principle reached by means of unipolar in-
duction in the magnetosphere of the black hole, according to
Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3) is £max ~eBrg^5- 1020(М/109Л/0 )
eV. The real energies of particles accelerated near massive
black holes by the induced electromagnetic field are appar-
ently significantly lower than this maximum estimate, tak-
ing into account screening in the plasma and energy lost by
the accelerated protons when they interact with the intense
light field of the accretion disk.181'182

The observed powerful relativistic jets from many nu-
clei of active galaxies and quasars indicate that particles are
efficiently accelerated in the rarefied funnels of a thick accre-
tion disk near the rotation axis of a massive black hole. Even
in the absence of a strong induced electromagnetic field, the
plasma penetrating into these funnels is accelerated up to
subrelativistic velocities by the intense flux of radiation ema-
nating from the central source and is collimated by the walls
of the funnels.183'185 In order to maintain the collimation of
the plasma jets at large distances from the black hole a char-
acteristic focusing magnetic field must be generated in
them.4"7'186'188 The energy in the large-scale plasma jets
could be transported only by protons and relativistic neu-
trons, 189?'90 since the electronic component losses energy ex-
tremely rapidly owing to unavoidable synchrotron losses
and this energy must be continuously replenished. An alter-
native variant is conversion, occurring in the source itself, of
accelerated particles into a beam of high-energy ̂ -rays191'192

that is capable of propagating without losses over large dis-
tances. When such a beam enters a cloud of dense plasma the
energy of the beam is once again converted into the energy of
charged particles.

The development of instabilities in powerful jets and
their interaction with the surrounding galactic and interga-
lactic matter is accompanied by the formation of large-scale
shock waves, which are observed6'193~197 in the form of hot
spots in jets or at the tips of the jets. Formation of standing
shock waves is also possible in the accretion flow itself198"201

in direct proximity to the black hole. The acceleration of the
particles on the shockfronts near the black hole and in hot
spots in the jets is apparently more effective for generation of
cosmic rays than the direct acceleration of particles in the
magnetosphere of the black hole by the induced electromag-
netic field. In this case the most energetic cosmic rays are
generated in the large-scale shock waves far from the central
source, where the density of the radiation from the source is
low and the energy losses of the accelerated protons owing to
photodisintegration are correspondingly small.

7. OBSERVATIONAL STATUS OF MASSIVE BLACK HOLES

7.1. The key facts regarding the existence of massive black
holes in the nuclei of active galaxies

The nucleus of a galaxy is the natural environment for
the existence of elusive black holes. In spite of the fact that a
black hole is an entity in itself, its interaction with the sur-
rounding world is strictly determined. For this reason, the
reality of black holes can be confirmed or rejected experi-
mentally. The gigantic difference between the spatial and
temporal scales of the observer and a black hole makes it
impossible to perform a direct (contact) experiment with
the object of study that would prove the reality of the exis-
tence of the object. In this respect, black holes, as generally
all distant astrophysical objects and the universe as a whole,
are similar to the objects of the microuniverse. The fact of
their objective reality as well as their properties are deter-
mined only by a systematic analysis (theory) of a collection
of indirect indications (experiment). The observational
problems of detection of black holes are, in turn, similar to
the difficulties of any experiment and are attributable to the
low signal-to-noise ratio owing to the low intensity of the
signal or attenuation of the signal on passage through matter
between the black hole and the observer.

There are many detailed reviews of the observational
status of the phenomenon of activity in galactic nuclei (see,
for example, Refs. 4—7, 127, and 203 and the literature cited
there). The enormous mass of accumulated observational
data agrees completely with the scheme of accretion on mas-
sive black holes and does not contain even one fact that con-
tradicts this picture. The heuristic advantage of the scheme
with a massive black hole is its universality and evolutionary
unavoidability,1'4 in contrast to the alternative models (su-
permassive star, compact cluster of exploding stars, etc.),
which explain only part of the observed picture and can be
realized only at a relatively short intermediate stage along
the path to a massive black hole. We shall list the basic ex-
perimental facts pertaining to the problems of massive black
holes.

The nuclei of an entire class of galaxies manifest high
activity and contain a powerful spatially unresolvable cen-
tral source of radiation. Galaxies with active nuclei have, as
a rule, a spiral structure and they constitute of the order of
10% of the total number of galaxies.202 The gigantic ellipti-
cal cD galaxies, likewise lying at the centers of rich clusters
of galaxies, also exhibit intense activity. They apparently
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form when several galaxies merge. The brightest objects of
this class are quasars, round which it is possible to observe,
in spite of the enormous distances to the galaxies, diffuse
nebulae having spectra which are characteristic for galaxies.
Radiation from the nuclei of active galaxies is recorded at all
wavelengths, ranging from radio waves to hard ^-rays, and
corresponds qualitatively to an equal distribution of radi-
ation energy over the frequency decades. Under the assump-
tion that the radiation is isotropic, the luminosity of the
brightest objects reaches 1047-1048 ergs-s~', which, on the
basis of the Eddington limit of stationary luminosity, corre-
sponds to masses of the central sources Mh ~ 109-1010M0 or
even larger. The central sources are often variable. Their
brightness can change by tens of percent in one day, in a few
hours, or even more quickly; this indicates that the size of the
region in which the radiation is formed is of the order of the
gravitational radius of the source r% = GMh /c2

~ 1.5- 1014(Afh/109Af0) cm. In the radio range and in some
cases also in the optical range (the galaxy M87 and the qua-
sar 3C 273), gigantic collimated jets emanating from the
nuclei of active galaxies are observed.4'7'203 These ejections,
whose linear dimensions are significantly greater than those
of the galaxy, have diverse shapes and a complicated struc-
ture. Near the source they usually extend in two opposite
directions, but unilateral ejections are also observed. From
the polarization variations it follows that a regular magnetic
field exists in the jets. In many cases the jets terminate in
enormous regions of radio emission with linear dimensions
of hundreds of kpc and even larger [about 5 Mpc for 3C 236
(Ref. 204) ]. Such extended binary structures, whose bright-
ness usually increases toward the outer edge, have synchro-
tron emission spectra and the total energy of the relativistic
electrons in them reaches 1060-1061 ergs. The extended bina-
ry radio structures are genetically related (through the jets)
with the central source, so that they should exhibit the prop-
erties of a massive gyroscope and maintain continuous
pumping of energy into the jet for long time intervals, up to
108 yr. Material mass exceeding 107-108 MQ should be
"converted" only into the generation of jets. Only a very
massive relativistic object could cope with such a problem.

Analysis of the spatial distribution of the nuclei of ac-
tive galaxies and radio sources associated with them shows
that there exists a strong evolution of their brightness on
time scales of the order 108-109 yr. The strong evolution
agrees with the scheme of growth of the mass of a central
source, whose rate, if the reservoir of the accreted matter is
sufficiently large, is related with the Eddington luminosity
limit and corresponds to exponential growth with character-
istic time т = r)tE, where ?E = (7тс/4тт-Стр s5-108 yr, and
accretion efficiency 17 ~ 0.1. When the accreted material is
exhausted, the central source is extinguished and the parent
galaxy returns into the state of a normal galaxy. Radical
restructuring of galactic nuclei occurs in tidal interactions of
close galaxies, resulting in merging of the galaxies. Traces of
merging occurring in the recent past are observed in the mor-
phological structure of some active galaxies.46'47 Dissipative
tidal interactions and merging of galaxies are most likely to
occur in the central, densest parts of clusters of galaxies.
Here separate galaxies can survive several mergings, result-
ing in recurrent activity of their nuclei. Examples of such
galaxies are the gigantic cD galaxies which predominate in
the central parts of rich clusters. The mass of these same

galaxies and correspondingly the mass of their nuclei in-
crease as the hot intergalactic gas contained in the clusters
accretes on them. The contraction of the accreted gas is ac-
companied by rapid emission of its thermal energy and for-
mation of the so-called cooling flows,44'45 in which intense
formation of stars occurs.

The spectral characteristics and temporal variations of
the radiation fluxes give information about accretion in the
immediate vicinity of the central source. In the x-ray range
the spectra of the nuclei of active galaxies usually have a
power-law form205'207 with an exponent a — 0.6-0.8. Such
spectra are characteristic for accretion disks, which in the
most extreme cases are surrounded by a hot outflowing cor-
ona. In the energy range < 1 keV there is observed a small
excess of radiation (usually varying on the scale of several
hours and less), which can be interpreted as thermal radi-
ation from the interior of the disk.208'209 Sharp changes in
the luminosity of the central source are usually accompa-
nied, after several days, by a change in the intensity of the
emission lines. The observation of delay in the growth of the
red wing of the lines relative to the blue wing can be regarded
as direct evidence of accretion accompanying such a jump in
the intensity of radiation from the nucleus of an active gal-
axy.24'29 The Doppler effect and the red shift cause the spec-
tral lines emitted by a rotating disk to have an asymmetric,
double-hump shape. The brightest Balmer line Ha of several
quite close nuclei of active galaxies is observed to have such a
profile.29 Tracking of the change in the line profiles also
gives information about the inner and outer sizes of the disk
and the mass of the central source.

The natural striving to correlate diverse observational
data has led to an attempt to construct for the activity of
galactic nuclei a universal scheme210'213 which reduces the
differences of their qualitative characteristics to a single de-
pendence on the orientation of the symmetry axis of the cen-
tral source relative to the line of sight. This beautiful idea has
been tested for only several examples, and its viability, at
least in the initial form, has not been reliably established.
Nonetheless, justification is being developed for the hypoth-
esis that the central source is usually surrounded by a mas-
sive toroidal absorbing cloud of dust and gas with outer size
ranging from ~ 1 pc to ~ 1 kpc, while the main energy re-
lease occurs from a much smaller region whose size is of the
order of the gravitational radius of the black hole. The axis of
symmetry of the toroidal cloud is close to or coincides with
the rotation axis of the hole and ultimately is related with the
rotation of the parent galaxy. The anisotropy of absorption
of the radiation emitted from the central source in the toroi-
dal cloud is equivalent to collimation of the radiation along
the axis of the torus and strong dependence of the spectrum
and apparent shape of the source on the mutual orientation
of the axis of the torus and the line of sight. For this reason
the study of the nucleus of only one active galaxy gives only
partial and far from complete information about the essence
of the "monster" at its center, analogously to determining
the shape of an elephant by feel in the ancient parable about
the blind wanderers. If the angle between the axis of symme-
try of the torus and the line of observation is sufficiently
small, then the observer can see the characteristic radiation
emitted from the accretion disk and the relativistic jet. In
this case, depending on the ratio of the intensities of the radi-
ation of the disk and the jet, the source is a classical quasar or
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an object of the type BL Lac with rapid variability and weak
emission lines or no emission lines at all. Finally, in the case
of more moderate luminosity a nucleus of a Seyfert galaxy of
type 1 is observed with wide emission lines, forming in the
high-velocity clouds of gas directly adjacent to the central
source. If, however, the angle between the symmetry axis of
the torus and the line of sight is quite large, then the spec-
trum of the central source is strongly distorted due to ab-
sorption. In this case, sufficiently close sources look like the
nucleus of a type-2 Seyfert, whose emission lines are narrow-
er than those of Seyfert galaxies of type 1. More distant
sources with powerful jets are, however, now represented in
the form of radio galaxies with weak central component or
no central component at all and extended binary regions of
radio emission, into which energy is pumped by jets from the
central source. A universal source also solves the problem of
the observed x-ray background, since it predicts for most
nuclei of active galaxies anisotropic x-ray emission with
average intensity at a level typical for Seyfert galaxies of type
1. In this case the x-ray background can be attributed to the
activity of their central sources.213

7.2. The problem of a massive black hole in the nucleus of our
galaxy

The search for "dead" quasars in the nuclei of normal
galaxies is based on the study of the distribution and motion
of matter in their central parts as well as the detection of
possible sporadic outbursts of activity. The most intriguing
possibility here is the center of our own galaxy, the distance
to which is "only" 8 kpc. This special region has a complicat-
ed spatial and dynamical structure,20'21 which is extremely
difficult to interpret because of the dense molecular clouds
and dust obscuring it. Most of the matter within the central
parsec is concentrated in stars and constitutes only 107A/0.
Because of the enormous attenuation of stellar radiation by
dust (up to 30 stellar magnitudes) the parameters of the
central region of this cluster and the star composition are
known discouragingly poorly. The radius of the dynamically
separated core of the star cluster is apparently of the order of
0.1 pc, but it could be even smaller. The velocity dispersion
of the stars in this region is equal to about 100 knvs"'; the
velocities of the gaseous condensations are significantly
higher. The massive black hole proposed at the center of the
galaxy is associated with the unique radio source Sgr A*,
which has an unusual (for galactic objects) growing spec-
trum with exponent a ~ 0.2 5 and a linear size of about 10
ди 214 jjje racji0 source lies within a system of infrared
radiation of IRS 16, but it does not coincide with any of its
bright parts.215'216 The bolometric luminosity of Sgr A*, de-
termined from the thermal emission of the dust surrounding
it,217 does not exceed ~2- 107L0. In the x-ray range this is
an ordinary source with a luminosity of not greater than
1036-1037 ergs-s"1. Variable emission of a narrow 0.511
MeV annihilation line is recorded sporadically from the cen-
ter of the galaxy,218"220 but it is difficult to identify the source
of this emission because of the low angular resolution of y-
ray telescopes. It has not been excluded that a significant
fraction of the radiation from the source Sgr A* escapes ob-
servation and is channeled into narrow jets of high-energy y-
rays, pulsating along the rotation axis of the galaxy.191 Such
reduced-scale analogs of jets from the nuclei of active galax-

ies can be observed only when a sufficiently dense cloud of
gas crosses them.

A compact structure of ionized gas with the dimensions
1X 3 pc2 and the shape of a triple "spiral," part of which
most likely forms a ring, is also associated with the radio
source Sgr A*.221'222 Some fifteen dense clouds with star
type masses, dimensions of ~ 0.1-0.2 pc, and lifetimes of
~ 104 yr, move along the spirals. Their individual radial ve-
locities have been measured from the Doppler shift of the
infrared line of Ne II recorded from the clouds. If it is as-
sumed that the compact clouds of gas move in a steady-state
fashion, then a "point-like" mass Mh =;(2-4)- 106M0,
which could be a black hole, should also be located at the
center of the galaxy in addition to the distributed mass of the
stars.20'21 In addition, the existence of invisible mass
Mh ~2- 106Л/0 follows from data on the velocities of indi-
vidual stars,223'224 though a structure of the central cluster
without a massive black hole at all is also admissi-
ble.215>22i~230 The stars, whose motion is controlled only by
gravitational forces, move with lower velocities than the gas.
This indicates that the gaseous component is not in a steady
state and, in part, weakens arguments in favor of a massive
black hole which are based on measurements of the cloud
velocities.

For a star system consisting of solar type stars and close
to the predicted mass of the black hole the radius R of the
core of the central star system, the radius of influence of the
hole rh, and the critical radius rcr of the region with an un-
filled loss cone differ by not more than an order of magni-
tude. Under these conditions an appreciable peak is not
formed in the density of stars и (r) <x r ~7/4, and the loss cone
is practically completely filled with stars. The rate of flow of
stars onto the black hole is equal to Mh ~ 10~4-10~3Л/0

yr ~ l and should lead to an average luminosity of the galactic
center exceeding the observed luminosity.231 This difficulty
can be overcome, if the black hole "digests" sufficiently rap-
idly the matter of each star that is destroyed by its tidal
forces. Then the activity of the black hole is manifested in the
form of short, of the order of several years, bright out-
bursts,103'104 which repeat with intervals of ~103-104 yr.
Another variant could be dispersal of a significant mass of
gas, freed in the process of tidal breakup of stars, from the
immediate vicinity of the hole.104'105 Finally, absorption of
whole stars by the hole without the formation of an accretion
disk is possible when the stars fall inside the loss cone and
their trajectories do not have a turning point.

Even when the problem of the luminosity of the galactic
center is solved, however, there remains the more difficult
problem of the unavoidable strong growth of a sufficiently
massive central black hole over the lifetime of the galaxy.122

Over a time of the order of 1010 yr the predicted massive
black hole should "eat away" the entire star cluster sur-
rounding it and by now it would be completely dominant at
the center of the galaxy. Hope of slowing down the growth of
the black hole by dispersal of the remnants of disintegrated
stars can potentially be justified only under conditions of an
empty loss cone, when the stars approach the sphere of tidal
breakup along tangential trajectories and therefore have a
turning point. The conditions of a galactic center with
Мь ~(2-4) • 106Af0 and a solar type star composition, how-
ever, correspond to a filled loss cone. For this reason, a sig-
nificant fraction of the stars penetrating the sphere of tidal
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breakup have trajectories which dive into the hole and are
absorbed by the hole practically completely without appre-
ciable release of energy (i.e., without a burst of activity).
The growth of a massive black hole in a star cluster can stop,
as shown in Sec. 5.4, only if there forms around the hole a
peak in the star density n(r) ос г ~7/4, that is capable of sup-
porting heating and secular expansion of the central part of
the cluster. The necessary condition of formation of such a
density peak rcr <^rh is easily satisfied, if the central cluster in
the nucleus of the galaxy consists primarily of stars which
are more compact than the sun, for example, white dwarfs.
This possibility is quite realistic for a very old cluster of stars
in the nucleus of the galaxy. The main growth of the black
hole in it should occur primarily as a result of absorption of
the most massive and extended stars, concentrated closer to
the center of the cluster and having a large cross section for
tidal breakup. The growth of a massive black hole at the
center of the galaxy with a large abundance of white dwarfs
there will stop121 already for Mh>105Af0. The activity
problem is also solved at the same time, since white dwarfs
are absorbed whole by a black hole of such a mass without
first being broken up by tidal forces.

7.3. The nuclei of nearby galaxies

The significant distance of the nuclei of neighboring
galaxies, as compared with the center of our galaxy observed
through a thick layer of absorbing matter, is partially com-
pensated by the possibility of performing detailed spectro-
scopic observations in the optical range. The nucleus of the
closest spiral galaxy M31 (the Andromeda nebula) and its
satellite, the dwarf galaxy M32, is observed to have a strong
radial dependence of the mass—luminosity ratio as well as a
sharp growth of the rotational velocity and velocity disper-
sion of the stars, within several central angular seconds, to-
ward the center.13'18 An analogous kinematic picture was
found in the nucleus of the more distant spiral galaxy Ml04
("Sombrero").19 Modeling of the distribution and motion
of stars in the nuclei of these galaxies as well as in our galaxy
shows that they must contain "point-like" masses of size
(6-7)-107M0 (in M31), (5-8)-106MQ (in M32), and
~ 108Л/0 (in Ml04). We also note that a compact forma-
tion with a mass of the order of 103MQ is observed at the
center of the rich globular star cluster M15.232 All these
point-like (at the current level of observations) concentra-
tions of matter could easily be massive black holes with weak
activity owing to weak accretion flow on them. Under the
conditions of the nuclei of normal galaxies the accreted gas is
supplied mainly by stars that are broken up by the tidal
forces of massive black holes once in 103-105 yr. For this
reason, in such normal galaxies bursts of activity, which con-
vert their nuclei into Seyfert nuclei for a short time, should
unavoidably occur. Tt has not been excluded, however, that
the "point-like" mass observed in the nuclei of normal galax-
ies, including our own galaxy, consists merely of a very com-
pact star cluster or a massive bridge—a bar.225"230 The di-
lemma—a massive black hole or a compact star cluster—
also cannot be solved, as yet, in the case of the closest active
elliptical galaxy M87, lying at the center of the cluster of
galaxies in Virgo. The nucleus of this gigantic galaxy, which
is also famous for its optical jet, could contain a black hole
with mass Mh ~ (3-4) • 109M0.

22'23'233-235

Many uncertainties, due to the inadequate angular reso-
lution of present instruments, regarding the presence of mas-
sive black holes in the nuclei of nearby galaxies could be
resolved in the next few years with the help of the Hubble
space telescope, which is already in orbit, or with the help of
ground-based optical interferometers that are being de-
signed.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The evolutionary chain "star cluster—supermassive
star—massive black hole at the center of a compact star clus-
ter—isolated supermassive black hole" is the most direct
and natural path of the evolution of galactic nuclei. Such an
evolutionary scheme is realized with the minimum require-
ments on initial conditions, which reduce, generally speak-
ing, only to the fact itself that a massive compact star cluster
is formed at the center of the galaxy and the further fate of
the cluster is predetermined. The dynamical evolution of
star clusters with parameters typical for galactic nuclei is
accompanied by an increase in the velocity dispersion of the
stars in their central parts and correspondingly by an in-
crease in the depth of the potential well. This process pro-
ceeds quickly, as compared with the evolution of the galaxies
themselves and the expansion of the universe. Dissipative
processes accelerate the contraction of the central parts of
the galactic nuclei and increase the mass of the core, which
transforms, as a result of disruptive collisions of stars, into a
self-gravitating cloud of gas—a short-lived supermassive
star. A collapsing gas cloud with mass M> 108AfQ has, as
the gravitational radius is approached, an average density of
less than that of water and a temperature at the center that is
too low for ignition of nuclear reactions. For this reason the
collapse proceeds under conditions such that the standard
laboratory physics is applicable locally. In principle only ex-
tremely rapid rotation, resulting in fragmentation, is capable
of preventing at this stage the collapse of a large part of a
supermassive star into a black hole. The diversity of astro-
physical manifestations of massive black holes is connected
with the uniqueness of the distribution and motion of matter
in separate galaxies, which are also subjected to significant
structural changes which occur in interactions with neigh-
boring galaxies. Physically distinguishable stages of the dy-
namical evolution of central star clusters, which end with
the formation of a massive black hole, encompass the entire
wide range of observed galactic nuclei, extending from dwarf
galaxies with weak central contraction through different
types of galaxies with active nuclei up to gigantic elliptical
galaxies in clusters with a powerful central source and their
extreme manifestation—quasars.

In the large ocean of accumulated observational facts
and theoretical innvestigations three "whales" of the astro-
physics of massive black holes stand out:

1. The evolutionary unavoidability of condensation in
the centers of galaxies of large masses of gas and stars within a
region of the order of the overall gravitational radius.

2. The absence of interference and difficulties of a funda-
mental character, preventing the collapse of large masses of
matter into a black hole.

3. The consistency of the observed picture of activity of
the nuclei of galaxies and quasars (source compactness, life-
time, radiation intensity, overall energetics, jets) with the ex-
pected properties of accreting black holes.
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These three whales also serve as a support for black
holes of star type masses, which can be manifested most ac-
tively in binary star systems. Nonetheless confidence in the
physical reality of black holes is currently based on the re-
sults of a comprehensive analysis of only indirect indica-
tions. For this reason, it is natural to have a feeling of dissat-
isfaction. This stimulates further research in this field,
which is fundamental for all of physics. The last step in the
problem of black holes can be only direct evidence for the
existence on a massive object of a steady-state light surface—
the event horizon.

In conclusion I wish to express my deep appreciation to
L. M. Ozernoi for fruitful collaboration and my gratitude to
V. S. Berezinskii, V. L. Ginzburg, I. D. Novikov, A. G. Pol-
narev, and V. P. Frolov for discussions and valuable re-
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